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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

yol. V1I.-NO. 34.
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VTIBBELINK, J.

H.,
Offlceof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, flth
street, near Market.
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A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence. opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

nKST,

R. B. & L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
Offlce at their resideuce,0 very sel, Mich.

IJ

T EDEBOER, B.

Physician and Surgeon: Offlce
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

LJ

I

MATRAU,

-

time.

Alai

Grand Haven Bail Bead.
Taken Effect, Tuesday, Oct.

Ooiag South.

Qol&g North.
No. 4. No. 2.
p. ni.

E. C.

STATIONS.

p m.

8 00 12 15
7 25 11 41
7 15 11 86
6 30 11 07
6 85 10 40
5 07 10 18
9 30
8 55

1, 1878.

No. 3.
p. m.

No.

2
2
2
8
3

7
8
8
9
11
11
1

MuskuYon,
Ferrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,

00
88
38
13
45
4 15
5 00

Fillmore,
Allegan,

1,

a. rn.

V

15

45
15

FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
Leavknwortu,Uen'l Freight Agent.

connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
I. R. R. and L. 8. A M. S. for Platnwell,Kalamar.oo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., Ac.
rjlose

----

gusmess

Frank

T

--

^acictiw.

C

BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor
Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No.

--

-

v

TTEROLD,

E., Manufactnrer of and dealer In
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.,
Eighth street.

XI

Deems,
to

Ooa&iiilon Merchant.

Lodge*

Masonic Hall*

Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Oct.
9. *t

O.

IS o'clock

,

pliarp.

BlKnCH. W. M.

Britmam, Sec'u.

D EACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchante,

and
dealers In Grain, Flour and Pro<luce.Highest market price paid for wheat. Offlca In Brick
Mich.
L 17
store cor. Eighth A fish street*,Holland,

D
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A Regular Communicationof Unity
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at

m.

U

^

R

Church collection...........................
$ W 26
Sabbath School ...........................
28.32

.

K. Scuaddrlrr, Mayor.

Howard

Association, Memphis, Tenn.
September 25th, 1878.

)

£

To the Churches of Holland and others:

fare U well, dear K T J

We

return you our heartfeltthanks for

your sympathy in

this

our hour of

afflic-

it.

and pray that God may bless you for

We

endorse herewith receipt

for

your

donation, $221.58, received ihrough K.

Is no periodical

which can justly
edged

.

in-

in the

world. The

evi-

is

F.

to afford complete satisfaclion

all classes of

readers;and for a recre

ation on the Sabbath, no publicationhas

brighter,more varied, or wholesomearti-

The opening article of the NovemNumber Is a well-consideredmemor-

cles.
ber

David

Livingstone, the celebrated

explorer of Africa; one of those great

Very respectfully yours,
J. H. Smith, Secretary.

[These figures do not include

money

tbe

raised by the First Reformed Church, the

Episcopal Church, the Free Masons, and
the

Ed.]

Odd Fellows, amouuting to

$180.—

about
ft

An Apache climbed into a

corral in

Utah, which 400 catile were kept, and hid

morning
sprang on
red blanket,

until the gate was opened in the
to let tbe

herd out.

Then

ho

and “jln Mischief a frenzy they went through the gateway,
Again” are continued; and a new story the Apache clasped his arms around the
by Mrs. Barr, “Quahair’s Two Fortunes,” horse’s neck, and throwing bis body on
will well repay perusal; as will likewise one side of the maddened brute, disap“Learning a Trade,” which is a capital peared from view. A thousand men in
American story, commended especially to column could not stop that rush of the
the attention of young men. “The Ship crazed herd. Two bands of Apaches,
Alrdree’a Freehold”

of the Desert” is an admirable
with twenty cuts, illustrative

and manners of

article,

of the habits

darting out from opposite sides of the valley,

closed up from behind the herd, and

the camel, “Francis drove them away.

Xavier, the Apostle of the Indies,” and
“8t. Chrysostom,” by Lacroix, will be read

filling 128 quarto pages; and the engrav-

An Astonishing Fact,
A

M

for-

warded this day, to the Howard Association at Memphis, Tenn.:

A letter from Mr. Charles G. Atkins,
the assistant fish commissioner of the

‘ ‘

llotices.

NOTICE.

ing amounts, which have also been

with profound interest.The poems are
United States, is likely to give the finishparticularlynoteworthy,and the editor’s
a
ing touch to Seth Green’s notion that eels
sermon and his Exegesis are even of more
and J. O. Doesburg.
are hybrids and do not propagate their
than usual exellence. These are a few of
species. Mr. Atkins tells bow he found
HACK M ETACK” a popular and finthe prominent featufes of this number,
grant perfume. Sold by D. a Meengs,
in Maine a great many eels that were full
H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten andJ. O. which abounds with valuablearticles, cal- of spawn. The eggs are so many in numculated to improve and elevate the mind;
Doesburg.

large proportionof the American people are to day dying from the effects of
r't EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofThe undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
VJ flee on Eighth street, opposite Van RaaJte’s settled
in the Holland colony, offers his of these diseases upon the masses of intelShoe store.
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac ligent and valuable people is most alarmI7URGU80N, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs coucheur to the public at large, and
I? all operationsappertaining to Dentistryin whereas he pays particularattentionto ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
the best style of the art. Office, over B. P Higgins
chronic diseases, and floe surgery, he has uselulness as it ought to be. There is no
Art Uallery.
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the good reason for this, if you will only
Drugs ihi Msiioiaii.
City of Holland, on Saturday pf each week, throw aside prejudice and skepticism,
T\OE8BURG,J.O.,Dealer in Drugs and Medl- where he can be consulted from 9 a. m. take the advice of Druggists and your
cines, Punts and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy- unlU4 p.
j,
friends, and try one bojule of Green’s
sician’sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st
August Flower. Yrour speedy relief is
Oyerysel Sept 22, 1878.
certain. Millions of bottles of this medVf EENG9, D. R., Drug Store. Flue Drugs, MedJ/L iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Pericine have been given Away to try its viffumeries. River street.
N. K. Faihbank’s tin caddy Lard can tues, with satisfactory results in every
TT AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl- be found at E. J. Harrington. Tills is the CRse. You can buy a sample bottle for 10
dues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. finest and best Lard for family use in the cents to try. Three doses will relieve the
W. Van Den Bero’s Family Medicines;Eighth St.
worst case. Positivelysold by all Drug
United States.
gisle on the Western Continent.
TXTALSH HEBER. Druggist A Pharmacist; a
Dentist.

Sabbath School, of Vriesland, the follow-

Many persons say ”1 haven’t got the men who have been also Christians, and the nearest horse, waved his
Consumption” when asked to cure their
who, like Christ, died for men. The and yelled like a demon. In an instant
Cough with Shiloh's Consumption Cure.
Do they not know that Coughs lead to article is illustratedby admirable engrav- every beast made a rush, and the stampede
Consumption and a remedy that will cure ings. There are the usual number of In was began. The horse, frightened darted
Consumption will certainlyand surely terestingserial and short stories — “Michael into the midst of the flying cattle. As in

V

Hotel.

received from the Reformed Church and

dent aim of the editor, the Rev. Chas.

X

,

Since the above was forwarded, I have

cheapestmagazine

at
11

week

$221.58

T

structivethan this, as well as being the

cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.
We know it will cure when all others fail
AX
and our faith in it is so positive that we
U. 8. oi I.
River street.
will refund the price paid if you receive
HARMONY LODGE. No 12, United Sons of no benefit. Is not this a fair proposition.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting Industry,meets at their Hall over, Kruiseugas
Agent. Officein Kenyon A Van Putten’s bank Store, every Saturday evening.
Price 10 eta. 50 cts. and $.100 per bottle.
Eighth street
Visiting brothers cordiallyinvited.
For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh’s
A. McDonald,President.
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cla. For sale by.
Banking and Szckangs.
D. Van Bruogen, R. S.
D. R Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten
AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Coland J. Q. Doesburg.
lecting, Drafts bought and sold; Eightn
iToTof 0. F
street.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
Why will you suffer with Dyspepsia and
of Odd Fellows, bolus Its regular meetings at Odd
Barbara.
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening liver complaint,Constipation, and general
Jt „
.
debility when yen can get at our store
pvE G ROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving, of each
Invited.
XJ shampooulng, hair-dyeing, etc., doneatrea Visiting brothers are cordially
Shiloh’s System Vitalizer which we sell
W. Butkau, N. G.
•enable rates. Barber shop next door to tbe City
on a positive guarantee to cure you.
N.
W.
Bacon,
R. 8.
14-ly
Price 10 cts. and 75 cts. For sale by. D.
Meengs. H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten,
Boots aid ShosaF. A A. M.

Vf

$92146

..... 89

.

claim to be edifying, enterlaining and

ial of

Attoneyi.

[OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
L Notary Public; River street.

.

Schaddelee,which U hereby acknowl-

Don't be Deceived,

and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

37.®

...........

'* .......
S?*?!
Sabbath School.. 22 23

Lesa exchange,etc .............

Leslie’s Sunday K&gailne for

There

-

TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

DiwftJfjj.

”
M

V

November.

X

Watches and Jewelry.

.

tion,

R. A. City Puysiciau. Offlce at D.
R. Meengs' Drug Store, 8ih Street.

XX

M)
40
50
40

$ 41.76
.............. W-tt)

Ctty ..............

I

oCHOUTEN,

O

disposition made

True Reformed . “ of Uraafrcbap ...... 4M7
By hands of Rev. It- Pieters .................
1.15
Snb. list at H. Welsh .......................
9 00
...... Oily MUD .......................
LOO
“ •* L. oprietsmaA Son ............*5

trust that U R true—

I

Compound,

18 aslrlctly vegetable prepnrntionand
will positively cure Dyspepsiu,Sick HeadHebe, Acidity of Stomaclie,Coming up of
Food, Pain in pit of Stomach, Low Spirits,
Phitofcr»pher.
Biliousness, Constipation, Jaundice,Liver
11 IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- Complaint, or any affectionof the Stomach
lery oppositethis office.
or Liver, in the shortesttime possible
You are not asked to buy until you know
Saddlsn.
what you’r getting. Therefore, as you val17AUPELL, 11., Manufacturer of auddealeriu ue your existence, do not fail logo to your
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Druggist, Heber Walsh and get a bottle
Eighth street.
free, of charge, which will show what a
regular one dollar size bottle will do. Ask
Tobacco and Cigars.
for Dr. King'* California Golden Compound,
rpK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
and take no other.
Cigars, Suufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

Second Ref. (Hope)
Third

When thle U C then U can say
An S A O U.

Dr, King’s California Golden

real,

“
**
**Reformed
*• ““

Or cause an 1
hope U’ll put an end

Now

and the

M.E.

This S A until U I C
I pray U 2 X Q’a,
And do not burn in F E G
My young and wayward muse,

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

8. L., Physicianand Surgeon.Office,
euce, on Twelfthat., and at U. Walsh’s
Drug Store.

—

—

hands,

sufferers, passed through

True ReformedChurch,

K

All others in his l*s,

Al

fol-

thereof :

InXLNCUXL

KAIIiROA-D,

free.

my

He offersIn a ^
A $ 2 of land.
He says he loves U 2 X 8 ;
U’re virtuous and Y’s;

CHICAGO ui HICHIGAN LASS SHOES

Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
| Dally except Saturday.
5 Mondays only.
All other iraius daily except Sundays.
All trains ou this road, will be run by Chicago
time which Is 20 minutes later thou Columbus \i ORRIS,

Yellow Fever

R U for annexation9
My cousin? heart and

Sells Tickets to principal points in the United
Sta'es and Canada. Through bills ol Lading Issued
and rates given for Height to all points east and
west. Information as to routes and connections
\|C OULLOCU TH08., Physician and Surgeon. for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
having permautly located In Holland, can checrfudyfurnished at the
be round at Win. Van Putten’sDrug Store. Cads
made In city and country day or night. Acute
and Chronicdiseases successfullytreated.Consul7-1 v
tation
14-4w

•

)
)

lowing statementof the amount of aid for

—

10 “ * 11 00 a. in. f EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon:
±j offlce at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL
25 p. m. X 9.45 “
& M. L. S. R. R. crossing.

2.40

Holland,

1878.

Mr. Editor:— Permit me through the

LEG

9

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

12.15 “

2,

columns of your paper to publish the

Her influence B
4
Alike Induces 10 derness
Or 40 tude divine
And If yoa cannot cut a

©8

H. C.

October

virtue never D V 8

2 1

public square.

1.05 a.m.

......................J

From

5

Phyiiclaai

I 1 15 a. in.
f 5.15 “
3.30 p.m.

Muskegon, Peniwaier
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.

“

®

Mayor’s Office, City of

.

A

In every funeral R

On uncles

...................4

“

W

Leave

Rapids.
“
" **
“ i
m.
ra.
“ “& \ p.m.

**

Insurance

B)

famous

old towns.

As you rosy plainly C

Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; ColSmoked Meat ...........................^1°
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
Ham ...........................
® «
Shoulders ..................... He 6
\I7ALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
.
and Insurance Agent. Offlce, Vtly Drug Tallow, per lb ..........................
Turkeys. “ ..........................
® ©10
Start, 8th street.
Chickens,dressed per lb ................ * ® ‘

Trains. Holland, Holland,

Grand

wrote 9 U B 4

Keats, Eto.

POST, HENRY D., Real EsUts and

TactdayJan. 1, 1878.

I

tectural characteristics of those

1st should N E N V U
B B Z, mind it not;
Should N E friendship show, he true,

®

Beef, dressed per

Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore R. B.

der if tT got the 1

And

Flonr, ^ 100 lb ..................... 2 37M
Pearl Barley, * 100 ..............8 00
4 00

Hour? Publics

fail load?.

1

of the social aspects as well as the archi-

They should not B forgot
But friends and foes alike D

xro'titi

illus-

by Lady Blanche Murphy, describes some

calm IDA bright
But A T miles from U I must
M-a- this chance 9 write.

CO., Proprietors
Saw and Flour

Grand Rapids prices.

.

1

of Ptugyer Milh; (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

An Z before the Subscriber'sname will denote
the Expiration of the dnbscriptlou.Two XX signify that no paper Will be continuedafter date.
tST All advertisingbills collectable quarterly. ing material furuished

humor. An

fidelity and a delicate

A,
And sent by L N Moore.
My M T head will scarce contain

50

annum,

and

very quaint

in which Quaker

Hte and manners are delineated with great

S A now I mean 2 write

sailed In the R K D

I

new @
............
... @ »

$2.00 per

lines,

KATHARINE JAY.

U sweet K T J,
The girl witbont a I,
The belle of U T K

.

1 “

title of a

2

......

V

*

Hicks” is the

trated paper on Warwick and Coventry,

.

“

ness that deserves attention. “Of Barbara

(Reproducedfrom an Old Publication.)

“

“

D

by

year, with an undercurrentof suggestive-

pleasing love story,

Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$ * 50
green ................... 2 00
OF ADVERTISING:
ISUTKAU A VAN ZoEREN, New Meat Marbeach, ary ................. 2 00
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
One square of ten lluce, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
*• green ................1 75
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
for ilrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subseHemlock Bark ........ ............
quent insertion for any period under three
’UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and Staves, pork, white oak ..............®!2 59
months.
SUves, Tierce,
»2 00
L vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
1 8 M. | 6 X. 1 1 Y.
Heading bolts, soft wood ...........@ 2 54
850 5 00 1 8 00 ITAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Heading bolts, hardwood ............ ...... 2 75
1 Square ......... ......
8 00 | 10 00
.................. 5 0"
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 »
Stave bolts, hardwood. .................. 8 00
................ 800 10 00 1 17 00 and twine; 8th street.
Railroad tics ..........................
Column ................10 UO 17 00 | 25 00
Shingles, A V m ......... ................® 2 00
•» ................. 17 00 25 00 40 00
MmfACtoriei,Ullli, Sbopi, Ito.
40 00 | 65 00
.................. 25 00
Grain, Feed, Eto.
80
82
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three rrEALD, R.K., Manafactnrer of and Dealer in Wheat , White * bushel .......
40
tl Agricultural Implements; commission agent Corn, shelled* bushel
Oats, * bushel .................
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three for MowIur Machines* cor. lOth&Rlverstreet.
Buckwheat, * bushel .............
50

TERMS

life, en-

Capitalist,”

Octave Thanet, paints vividly some of the

3:80 p. m., at Hope Church.

Wood, SUtei, Etc,

Beat Barkiti.

1.

1.

The W. a T. U. hold weekly meetings
on Wednesday afternoon, of each week at

®

i

&

“Communists and

titled

tragic scenes of (he great strike of Iasi

@

KL

NO. 346.

present century. A sketch from

®

Butter, Vt> ..............
Clover seed, IMb ..................
Kggs,» dozen ...................

Wago&maten And Blaokimitbi.

WHOLE

1878.

5,

This spftos belongato tli# WomMi’i prominentfigures iu English literature
Christian T«aip«ranoe Union.
and society during the first half of the

patketsi.

Produce, Eto.

class

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

SOLLiKD C!TT,

©ur

_______ Offlce
IVOONE H„ Livery ______
and Sale Stable.
1J and barn on Marketstreet.Everything flrst<

wbeklYYewspapee,

h.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

MICIL,

ings number over 100!
single copy

The

price of a

ber and so minute that they are taken for

layers of fat. Professor Beard, on acknowledged authority, says that the story

25 cents, and the annual
that large eels contain small ones alive is
subscription$8 postpaid. A specimen
founded on the fact that they are very
copy will be sent on receipt of 25 cents.
often filled with threadlikeparasitic
is

Address, Frank Leslie’sPublishing House,

53, 55

&

57 Park Place,

New York.

worms.
est

Mr. Green, in a

do not spawn, and
Llppincott’i K&g&iine.

'

letter to the

For-

and Stream, asserts his belief that they
offers to

pay

five dollars

<

and express charges to any one

who

will

Lippincott’sMagazine for October is send him an eel with a roe In it.
bright and entertainingas usual, while
The Southeastern Indiana Methodist
containingseveral contributionsthat merEpiscopal Conference has decided that the
it particular notice. First in Importance
Rev. Mr. De LaMatyr, a Greenback-Dem-

Mr. George Kennan’s paper on the
“Unwritten Literature of the Caucasian ocratic candidatefor Congress,must retire
from clericalwork until he is done with
Mountaineers, ’r which exhibits a familiar
V
personal knowledge of this most Interesting peoffe, and embodies some of the
At a Democratic mass meeting in Barn?Y ; full stock of goods appertainingto the busFor a beautiful lot of Bleached and Unmost striking stories and proverbs to be well county, 8. C., last week there was a
Why is It that we always find nice fresh found in the folk lore of any nation or procession of eighteen hundred mounted
bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to
furalture.
yards, ,go to the cheap cash store of Candles at “Case’s? Because he has large racy. Tbe “General Exhibits” at the men', uniformed In red shirts. Fonr hunsales and takes small profits. Q\ie him Paris Exposition are well described by
\f EVER, H. A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
dred of the number were negroes.
jl nitnre. Curtains, Wail Paper, Toys, Cofflns,
a call.
Edward
H.
Knight,
one
of
bur
CommisPicture Frames, etc.: River street.
Cah temperance ladies, who wear pullDon’t forget that we fclill have on hand
While coughs and colds are very prev sioners, with appropriate illustrations. backs, be accused of getting tighter and
Onsrol Daalira.
a splendid Japan Tea at 10 cent*, and that
Miss Kate Sanbom gives a very lively
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
TTAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry Wd sell salt as low as anyone.
account of Lady Morgan, one of the most tighter*
V Goods, Groceries. Crockery,Huts and Cape,
Cough and Lung Syryp.
P. & A. STEKETEE.

iness.

*

&

Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

is

politics.
- ---

i

were wired and carried off, at MarqWtU), Barrett; for Attorney General, 8. H. Calhoun;
FEDERAL FINANCE.
h., wae arrested at Detroit the other day, tor Superintendent of Lands and Buildings,
James jncurcauj.
McCready. xiunc,
Howe, juario
Davis uim
and vtunuuu
Calhoun MontlUy Statement of the Public Debt.
m a warrant issued upon the afliftarit of the tfunoH
_ ted State# DistrictAttorney. Harlfthddeby the Gree* The public-debt (statementfor Oct. 1
nies &11 knowledge of the alleged robbery.It

backers.0

folland

appears that the parties who seized and spirited
HE
amiv the hooka had a writ of replevin, but
didn’t
take
time
to
read, or even exhibit, the Iowa have
CITY. MICHIGAN.
paper. The District Attorney affirms that the following fusion ticket: Secretary of State,
books showed that Mr. Tilden’s not profits
M. Farnsworth, Groenbacker; Auditor,Jofrom the mine amounted, from 1804 to 1871, to seph Eibceck, Democrat; Treasurer, M.
over $1,000,000.
Devin, Groenbacker; Register of Land Office,
The United States steamer Enter- Mr. Fariugton,Greenbackor;Supreme Judge,
J. C. Knapp, Democrat; Attorney General, John
prise, commandedby Capt Selfridge, hah arGibbani, Democrat; Supreme Ofork, Ale*, Ran*
James A. Hamilton, son of Alexan- rived at New York after an absence of five you, Groenbacker; Supreme Court Reporter,
months, that time haring been devoted to the John B. Elliott,Democrat
der Hamilton, has jnst died in New York city, explorationof the river Amazon and its prin------- --cipal tributaries,The explorationis reported
aged 91 years.
Three
cases of blasting powder reto baVe' been completely suceessful,kid will
The steamer Adelplii,running be- doubtless irivft'to the commerdal world a vast
cently oxplodftd'in the St Gofliard 'tunnel, kill-
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L
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the resources and wants of the valley of that
greatestof rivers. Cant, SelWdge 'says tho
volume bi tho Amazon’s dischargeis 7,U00,000
cubic feet a second,and that if tho flood of our
great Mississippi were added to its volume tho
surface of that majesticstream would not bo
perceptibly raised. . .There was a heavy snowcortege was crossing the track of the Long storm at Ottawa, Canada, on tho 27th of Sep1 1 ’’l b; . i.i q 0
Island railroad, in Brooklyn, N. Y., the other
day, a carriage in the processionwas struck bv
Condon and Melody, the Fenians reone of her boilers, a few days ago, just after

leaving the latter port There wer6 200 people
on board, 12 of whom were killed,and 20 more
or less seriously .wounded. The boiler, although it had recently received a steamlxmt
inspector’s approval, was fouad. upon examination, to be a rotten affair,.,.While a funeral

workmen, and mutilating many more.
____ It is reportedthat 100,000 Armenians have
risen in anus, and aro ready to fight for
ing ton

autonomy.

they would rather remember physical
than mental pain, and, of course, a short
experience of the pain which leaves no
trace is to be preferred to an equally
abort experience of the pain which
Itaves a prOfouild trace. Rut we are
consideringthe ease of one who knows
that this fierce companion will not quit
Total coin bonds .................. $1,818.2(51,550his side till the clay which gives it its
Lawful-money debt ................:
14, 000, 000
power is laid in the grave, and no sufMatured debt .........................
12,524,600
ferer, we think, is to be set by his side.
LegalienderaA.......
....... 9 846,748,990 The deadliest mental anguish allows
Certificated oti deposit.
....... 40.710.000
Fractional currency ..............
10.297.429 some respite, when the body claims itsCoin and silver certificates ............ 34,074,(570 due; an undying grief does not prevent
some faint gleams of pleasure when
Total without Interest ............ $ 438.425,196
sleep comes on after fatigue or hunger
Total debt.
.....
.V.\
.§2,283.21
and thirst ore relieved. But there is no
Total interest .........................
28,0397
converse to the picture. An uninterCash in treasury— coin ...............
$ 232,65^,0^(5 mittent pain of body, when very severe,
Cash In treasury— currency ...........1,972,693
leaves room for nothing^but itself.—
Currencyheld for redemptionof fractional currency .......... .......
10,000,000 Spectator^
„

locomotiveand completelydemolished
Two women and three children were in the

carriage. One of the former, one of the latter,
and the driver of the vehicle were killed,and
the other occupants were dangerously injured.
The officersof the train have been arrested

CaShieb Caldeb, of the Grocers’ami
Producers’ Bank of Providence,R. L, kindly

between England

if war

and Afghanistan was among the probabilities,
if not

an

actual certainty. The cause of the

istan.

permitted some of his friends to overdraw Treasury to constitute a commission of eminent
The Golos, of Sfc. Petersburg, refunds, until ono-thirdof the institution’scapital medical men, who wm proceed to the yellowwas lost Result— doors of the bank closed, ever region of tho South aud investigate the ports that Lord Salisburyhas asked what is tho
a uses aud progress of the prevailing epidemic.
and Cashier Cal.der in jail
object of the Russian mission to the Ameer of

The

THE WEST.
word

to Col.

dians in the British possessions will bo permit-

American side upon

the

—

same terms extended to

all other fugitive rodskins, viz. : unconditional
surrender. This was
in reply to a telegram from Miles conveying the
information that Indian emissaries had amved
at Fort Keogh who represented that the Northern reds were Skmx-ing for peace and easy ca-

19
23
27
30

Boston .................
.......... 41
.......... 37
Cincinnati......
Providence ......
.......... 33
Chicago ........
Indianapolis ____
Milwaukee ......
.......... 15

pitulation.?•

The

“

contest between the six clubs

Cabul, and what position Russia intends to asompoeing the “League” for the base-ball cham- sume regarding Afghanistan. It thinks Russia
pionship of the United States has ended in the will reply that sue Goes no! t<M bound to explain
successof the Boston Club, which, with the ex- the object of tho mission, and that ki tho event
ception of one year, has held the champiouship of a war between England and Afghanistan
uninterruptedlysince 1871. The following table she will observe the same degree of neutrality that was observed by England during
tho late war between Russia and Turkey
the Respective clubs:
Clubs.
Games Row, Games Lost Dr. Petermann, the well-known Gor-

Mile#, that Sitting Bull and the other Sipux In-

ted to return to the

regular weekly robbery of the
coach from Deadwood ” occurred,the other

Totals

......

180

Black Hills metropolis. Two messengers,
It is announced from Washington that
Hill, were setho Mexican Government has made a deriously wounded, and one passenger,
H. 0.‘ Campbell, a telegraph operator killed. mand upon tho United States for tho withdrawal
The treasure taken amounted to between of the order given to Gen. Ord authorizinghim
$23,000 oud $80,000.
.Chicago has rami be- to cross tho border an^ inflict punishment upon
tween $90,000 and $100,000 for the benefit of raiders on Mexican soyl; and that our Governthe plague-stricken
communities of the South. ment has replied thai~1he United States has
trusted Mexico many times when that GovernThe troops recently sent in pursuit of ment was able to maintainpeace upon the border*,
the Cheyenno Indians who escaped from the that peace was not established, and that no
Fort Reno reservation, in the Indian Territory, effort was made to establish it; and, finally,

Capt Smith and Gale

have had an engagement with them, and, although they whipped the savages aud routed
them, lost a brave and gallantofficer, Lieut
Cob William H. Lewis, of the Nineteenth lu-

.

police of Akron, Ohio,

attempted

on the outskirts of the city.
They were met by about thirty well-armed
tramps, who drove them back into the city at
to

arrest a tramp

the point of revolvers. The military was called
out to assist the police. They arrested about

eighteen of the tramps. Several shots wera
fired, but without any known effect

THE SOUTH.

The

with the yellow-fever epidemic,the

The Chinese Minister was

utter stagnation of trade, and the gloomy pros-

received by the President tho other

pects of the growing cotton,it is said the people
that section are sorely depressed,and look
forward to a winter of unusuallyhard times.

formally
day. The

ceremony was private, there being no deviation

m

from

the usages as to other foreign representa-

tives.

The deaths from yellow fever in
New Or9. The Howard

Memphis, Sept 25, numbered 45; in
Associations of

.

apoplexy.
.The Bosnian insurrectionis scotched,not

1

j

.

•

. •

$

....

_

.

,
.

.

redemption. /

Special depouita held for
of certiflcatca of depoait.....

The Attorney General of

the

United

States has decided that the subsidiarycoins are

.

,

,

which’ they may undertake a winter campaign.
They are well supplied with artillery.

A terrible famine

prevails in

Moroc-

co, and thousands of people are dying of starvation.... The Russians

are making a general

northward movement from tho neighborhood of

.

Was

:

.....

young

'

.

arm

The Commissioner of InternalReve

conversed in whispers, and I took it for
nne has informationof a movement against the granted that they were lovers, perhaps
Association. He was a leading citizen,Presiengaged to be married.
tilicitdistillers in Western North Carolina and
dent of the Young Men’s Cliristian Association,
While the pair were whispering some
along the South Carolina line, Tho raid was
an untinng worker, and beloved by the entire very successfulThe raiding party were fired
sweet nothings to each other, a couple
community. The whole city turned out at his on at different points, but none were wounded
of middle-aged gentlemen approached,
funeral

yellow fever in New
Orleans on Sept. 27,51; at Memphis, 28; at
Vicksburg,13; at Holly Springs,11. The general tenor of the reports from all these points
was that the won-t had been reached,and that
there would henceforth bo a decline of the
epidemic.In ipotjt of the interior towns there
was
decline in the mortality, as
well as in tho number of new cases.
Tho steamer Kate Dicksou, which was

Deaths from

of

Massachusetts— or at least that portion which

talking together in this style :
No. 1— “ Yon say you want a wife,
Smith, old boy. I suppose it must be
a young one” (Digs his companion in
the ribs.) ,
No, 2 (who is a wealthy Boston porkpacker)— “ Of course I do. I wish you
had a daughter, Earl.”
No. 1— “ I have, old boy, and if you
can win her she is yours, with my blessing. Evelyn seems to be in love with
Percy Marchmont, son of a Fifth avr
enue banker, but I will cure her of that
if you want her, Smith. Ah ! there she
is now (points to pair seated on a
bench) ; as I live that rogue Marchmont

seceded from the Worcester assembly that nominated Gen. Butier-rreassembled in Faneuil
'
Hall, Boston, last w eek, and nominated the following ticket: Governor, J. G. Abbott; Lieutenant Governor, William R. Plunkett; Secretary of State, Henry C. Dewing; Treasurer and
Receiver, Gea David N. Skilling;Auditor.
John E. Fitzgerald;Attorney General, Itichard
Olney.
sent with provisions, doctors and nurses to the
isolated town of Greenville, ou the Mississippi
Carter H. Harrison 1ms been dteriver, returned to Vicksburg, a few davs ago,
feated for a renominationin Chicago, Miles
with a horrible story of sufferingand destitution. Out of a population of 400 people 219 Kehoe. a local politician and a leader of the
have died, leaving only fifteen persons in the Irish, having been selected byj tho Democratic
place who have escaped the fever. One convention as his successor.
family, of eleven persons and three nurses
The Democrats of New York held
who were in attendance upon them, all died
is kissing her/*
within a few days of each other. Tho deaths their State Convention at Syracuse Sept 25 and
No. 2— “ Marchmont. What do you
occurred so rapidly that it was impossible to 2(5. Erastus Brooks, of New York city, prebury the bodies properly, aud they had to be sided. G. B. Bradley was nominated for Judge mean?”
covered with earth in shallow holes. To pre- of tho Court of Appeals. Tho platform de- • No. 1— “ Why, this is Percy Marchvent the citizens of the town from seeking safety clares that “ gold anu silver coin and a paper mont, a very wealthy young gentleman,
in flight,the people in the country blockaded convertible into coin at the will of the holder
who is sitting beside Evelyn.”
the roads and destroyed the bridges over the
No. 2— (Shouts) “Muggins!”
streams.

a

.....
.

:

.

.

....

.

which are not known. It was commenced by the first Ptolemy, and was
The Comptroller of the Currency Jins finished about 280 B. C. The style
prepared the following table showing and workmanship are represented to
the kind and amount of United States
have been superb, and the material was
bonds held on the 1st of October, 1878, a white stone. The height was about
to secure the redemption of fixe circu400 feet, and it is stated by Josephus
lating notes of the nationalbanks
that the light, which was always kept
AtUhortzInu Clan* of Rntf
AiXOUiit. livndn. Interest. Amount. burning on its top at night, was visible
Feb. 8, 1861.. 1881s Gp«r cent.
2,3ia,U00 alxmt forty-one miles. It was, probaJuly 17 and
Aug.
1N51. 1881s 6 per cent. 84.(528,050 bly, destroyedby an earthquake, but
19.884,900 tho date of its destructionis not known.
March 8, 1863. 1881s per cent.
11,787,250
March 3, 1865. 20s » P<» cent
Enough is known, however, to make it
/
National-BankSecurities.

:

5,

(5

5-

1864.

R.

0

5,584,ooo

per cent.

!

certain that this tower existed for 1,600

To

-day the Freneh-word
phafe, and the Italian
Jan. 20. ‘Tl .Funded1881s 5 per cent.
and Spartish ftlto; The island became,
July 14, *70, and 7
44,0(59,050
Jan. 20. Tl .Funded 1891s per ct
at length, a suburb of Alexandria by
July 14, *70, and
29.826.8(H) means of a street running along the
Jan. 20. *71 .Consols 1907 4 per cent.
•
•om'kJniKnmole, and retained some importance
.T1°1ta ”
V ...... "
......
.....
’
even lill the time of Julius Caesar, but
All of these bonds are payable m coin | ^Usequently sank into its original conby the terms of the acts under winch Ji^of
8t(vtion.
they are issued, with the exception of
How to Get Rid of Ante.
$54,312,300 of the
per cent,
bonds. Of this latter amount, ,$36,During a recent visit to Mr. Hnmann,
941,050 consist of 6s of 1881, which in Ostheim, I had an opportunity of bewere issued prior to the passage coming acquainted with a very successof the Legal-Tender act, $11,797,650 ful method of speedily getting rid of
of 5-20s, which were issued under the . ants which are so troublesome in the
act of March 3, 1865, which law does not ' apiary.
specify the kind of money in which inch
One takes small bottles,fills them half
bonds shall be paid, although interest is full of sirup or sweetened water, and
made payable in coin, and $5,584,000 puts them in the places where the ante
Pacific railroad currency Gs. On Oct. 1, have their passage-ways, in such a
1870, the banks held $342,833,850 6 per manner as the necks of the bottles lean
cent, bonds, and $95,942,5505 percents. against a wall or board, in order that
Since that time there has been a decrease the ants may easily fall into the trap and
of $172,744,100in 6 per cent boncjn, and drown.
an increase of $100,575,050in 5 percent,
By means of camphor, ante can be
bonds. During the last three years there driven from rooms where honey is
10-40s 5 per cent.

Julyl4.*70.and

i

,238.860

1

years:

-this

125.278,750 for lighthotise iff

.

,
.

-

.

*

:

‘

*

.

.

\

.

n

6

has been a decrease of $54,356,012 in 6

—

:...$

POLITICAL.
The Democratic State Convention

:

money:

Balances.
..............

$1,972,593

.....

10.000.000

Currency
$14,206,417
Special fund for the redemption of fractional currency
8,835.4(58
Special deposit of lejial
tenders for redemption of certificates
of
deposit .............. 43,110.000
Coin ..................
119,152,043
Coin and silvercertificates ................ 87,997,500
Coin less coin and silver certificates ...... 81,154,543
Outstanding called
bonds ............... 18,558,150
Other outstanding coin
liabilities ....... ..... 9,240,247
Outstandinglegal tenders ..... .......... 350,914,932
Outstandingfractional
currency ............ 18,788,642
Outstanding silver
35,591,276
.

coin

40,710,000
232,659,(54(5

34,674.070
197,984,97(5

stored.

In gardens, lime-dust operates very
destructivelyupon them. Their hills,
after being scatched open, are sprinkled
with lime dust, and then hot water is
poured on them.
To render jars of honey or preserved
fruit inaccessible to these insects, place
the jars in chests whose bottoms have
been previously covered with ashes or
pulverized chalk. — Elsaessivche Bimenzeuchter.

Senator Giles, of Virginia, and
Judge Duval, of Maryland, boarded in
Washington during Washington’s administration at the house of a Mrs.
Gibbon, whose daughters were talkative
and were not young. Some years after
they met at the capital, and, while chatting over old times, the Senator asked

the Judge, then Comptroller Of the
Treasury, if he knew what had become
9,8(54,880 of “ that cackling old maid, Jenny Gibbon ?” “ She is Mrs. Duval, sir,” was
846,(581,016
11,791,950

the
10,297.429
39,438,351

reply,

fever at

Memphis on

the 30th

ult; at New Or-

leans the deaths numbered 35; at Vicksburg, 7.

The Howard steamer Kate Dicksou, sent out

THE MARKETS.

iu

treasury.......... 2,051.587,254 2,025,908,485

September .......... 8.882,524
Reduction of debt since '
.

.

July 1 .........
Market value of gold
Imports twelve months
endiug Aug. 81 ......
.

::

NEW YORK.

Beeves ...........................
$7 50 $10 25

Reductionof debt for

8.570,9(58

8,196,584 Hook ............................. 4

4(55,547.748

infected region.

GENERAL.
The annual meeting

of the

North Pa-

Company stockholdershas just
been held in New York. The gross earnings
or the year were 11,196,881;expenses,$631,302; leaving a net balance of $562^079, or net
cific Railroad

increase of $169,381over last year. The operations of the land department have been active,
nearly three-quartersof a million of acres being disposed of.

Thomas Harland,

of

New

York, the

attorney for Samuel J. Tilden at tho time the

books of the New York Iron Mine Company

:-v

.

,

'

.

v.;..-.

,

•

.

(^1 4

40

*

100.37

103.12

Exports twelve months
ending Aug. 31 ...... 603,279,290

00

Cotton ........ ...................
1094# 11
9.878,845 Flour— Superfine ................. 3 60 # 3 85

Wheat—

No. 2 Cliicago ............. 1

00 #

^

1 02

Corn— Western Mixed .............47
50
430.855,017 Oath— Mixed ......................
28fc# fflii
Bye— Western . J. .
............
90
720.484,171 Pork— Mess ...................... 8 75 <4 8 85
.

89

....

.......... 034® 7
CHICAGO.
Beeves — Choice Graded Steere ..... 5 00 # 5 25
Cows and Heifers; ........ 2 00 <55 3 00
The following is a statement of the
Medium to Fair .......... 3 60 ® 4 00
coinage executed at the United States Hoob ............................. 2 60 «*8 85
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. ... 4 75 ^ 5 50
mints during September,1878:
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 4 75 (d) 5 1)0
• Ptcces.
88
Double eagles .............. 248,600 $1,972,000 Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............87
No.
Spring.,..
...... 73
75
EaSes..
..........14,880 143.500
35
Half-eagles................. '81.700 408.500 Corn— No. ............... ....... 34
20
Quarter-eagles.............. 21,000 —•* 52,500 Oath-No. ....................... 19
Lard.: ..........

A

.......

Alonth’s Minting.

.

3

......

$
$
@

....

2

^

2

1

......

865,660
< Total..
764,000
Standard dollars ............ 2,764
Total coinage.

$
O

Rye— No. 2. ........
......... . #
^
$5.57(5,500 Barley— No. 2 ............ ........
^ 1 ”,
2,764,000 Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 21 <<$ 26
Eoos— Fresh ......................
17
.

. i

...8,129,660 $8,840,500

Ifio iu
oi

MILWAUKEE.

.
.
.

The Forgetftilnessof Pain.
No.

It is wonderfully easy to f6rget pain.

2.

.

.

93 @ 1
89 (§
34 <55
19
44
08 % 1

&
#

00
90
35
20
45
00

.
jumps to his feet, and up- We often thought there was a sort of
.
denounces the seating of Hayes as an “ infa- on seeing the pork-packerbeats a re- witness to immortality in the strange
. 1
mous fraud,’’ aud declaresthat “it is the stem
fact
that
while
emotion
remembered
is,
..... siLtim"
treat.
As
the
young
man
sails away
resolve of the American people that such a
Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ............ 87
88
No. 2 says: “He is an employe of to some extent, emotion experienced, CoBN-Mtxed ............... ...... 33 & 84b*fraud has been perpetratedfor the last time."
sensationis never really remembered at Oats— No. 2 ......... .............20
21
The New York Republican State Con- mine, John Muggins. He has charge of all. Whatever belongs to the body RYE.
........................ 44 (flfi 45
the pickled pigs’ feet department.” Lady
Pork— Mess .......
..... ...... 8 60 # 8 70
vention was hold at Saratoga last week. Roscoe
seems to bear the stamp of mortality—
feints. Tableau.— Saratoga letter.
Conkling was chosen to preside. George Willit passes at 6nce into the region of ob- UII> .............YdNcmNAiiV’’
iam Curtis sat bn the platform and heartily apWheat- Red.... .................. 85.# «2
The editor of a religions paper in livion when we are delivered from its Corn .............................. 40 i# 42
plauded his utterancesin the convention. Hon.
George f. Danforth, of Rochester,was nomi- Iowa gives the following reasons for his pressure. How different is the relation Oats ..............................
22
26
Rye ..............................
68
64
nated for Judge of the Court of Appeals,and
love for the circus: “As we gaze at of memory to the maladies of the soul! POBE-Mess ...................... 8 60 « 8 70
A. B. Cornell was reappointedChairman of the
Place
the
unkindnesa
of
lolig
years
ago
the Hons, tigers and monkeys, and
Lard ............................. 6fc# 8)i.
TOLEDO.
think that nature made all of them, we side by side in your recollectionof the
Wheat— No. 1 White .......... ... 94 # 95
are not so sure. And when we look at toothache of last week, and you feel at
No. 2 Red ..............
... 92 & 93
dated elections in the South as in tho North,"
39
the beautiful-young lady, with nothing once you are comparing a living thing Cobh ..........................
aud declares that the “ElectoralCommission
Oats— No. ...................
21
and
a
dead
thing.
:'The
itnkindness,
was a wise and honorable mode of settling a on but a blue ribbon round her waist,
DETROIT.
dangerous dispute."
with one leg pointing to 6 o’clock, and whether remembered by him who felt Flour— White ................. ... 4 60 @ 5 00
1 White .......... ... 97 6) 98
The Democrats of Nebraska met in the other to high noon, and think that or inflicted it, is a living reality, potent Wheat^-No.
94
No. 1. Amber .........
to reopen ahd envenom the wound it
44
Cobh— No. ........ .......... ... 48
State Convention at Omaha, last week, and nature made her, too, just as she was,
except
the
ribbon,
we
begin
to lean up had made. The toothache is gone, as if Oats— Mixed ..................... 23 & 24
nominated the following ticket: For Supreme
@250
Barley (per cental) ............
to the circus. But, when the brass band it had never been. To this fact, we are Pork Mess
... 9 75 @10 00
Judge, John D. Howe; for Congress, short
PA.
term, Alex. C. Bear; for Congress, long term, begins to play and the elephants go convinced, must be traced tho common
5 12
J. W. Davis: for Governor, J. R. Webster; for round, wfe rush in for a front seat to get assumption that any degree of bodily Cattle— Beat ..................
|i 475
Fair ..............
LieutenantGovernor, F. J. Mead for Secretary in ahead of the ministers, who always suffering would be chosen rather than
400
Common. ........... ... 850
?/ « te* Benjamin P&rmerton;for Auditor, E.
4 20
... 840
wear
stove-pipe
hats,
and
won’t
sit down severe pain of mind. What people
H. Benton; for Treasurer. F. H. Cummings;
@ 4 85mean
in
saying
this
is, no doubt, that
for Superintendentof Public Instruction,8. L. in front.”
The

lover

^

.

.

from Vicksburg to relieve the sufferersalong
the river, reports a great deal of sickness all
the way from Vicksburg to Greenville, at which
place there were but about one dozen well people to be found. A Baton Rouge (La.) dispatch
of the 30th ult reports the fever extremely virulent there; 125 new cases and <5 deaths occurred the previous twenty-fourhours. There
was some abatement of the pestilence at nearly
all the towns jn the interior of the fever-

,

Total debt less cash

,

There were 28 deaths from yellow

.

island off the coast of Egypt, less than a
mile from the ancient Alexandria, connected with the mainland by a mole,
and famous for its lighthouse, which
was numbered among the seven wonders of the world, and gave the name of
Pharos to all structures of a similar
kind. This building was the frustrum
of a square pyramid, surrounded by a
large base, the precise dimensionsof

per cent, bonds, and of $42,528,600 in 5
per cent, bonds, while in the some period
follow. The hostility of the Magyars to the
$49,069,050of 4$s and within the last
Bosnian occupation, and the difficulty of providing funds for the maintenance of the army, eighteen months $29,826,800 of 4 per
are. apparently, at the Ijottom of the minis- cents, have been deposited.
terial embarrassments.As a means of reComparative Treasury .Statement.
lieving the pressure, Count Andrassy has
suggested the withdrawalof most of the
The following is the comparison of
forces from Bosnia for tho present
The Turkish Prime Minister^ Safvet Pasha, the^ condition ofthe treasury Oct. 1j
has issued a circular complainingto the Eu- 1877, and Oct. 1, 1878;
1878.
1877.
ropean powers of tho belligerentpolicy pur-

the Greeks.
notified the country at large that they are iff'
possession of funds believed to bo sufficient
ports ____ Following is a statement of tho United
for all demands upon their resources,present
States currency outstandingon tho 1st inst
, It
Muggins.
and prospective. Holly Springs reports the Of
demand noteH ...................
(52.080
situation there as “fearful: fullv 500 down Legal-tender note* of all issue* .........846,681,01(5
I witnessed a scene a few evenings
with the fever.” At MississippiCity thirteen One-year notes of 1868 ..............
51 .185
ago
which could be worked into a negro
cases of fever had broken out at one hotel. Two-yearnotes of 18(58 .................
14.75U
Canton, Miss., reports (Sept 2(5) no abatement Two-yearcoupon notes of 1863 ......... 83,800 farce. A
man, well dressed and
notes ...............
272,010
of the fever. At Baton Rouge aud other Ul- Compound-Interest
wearing a large diamond, was seated on
Fractional
currency
of
all
Issues.
.....
16,297,429
terior towns of Louisianathe epidemic was as
a bench, his
enclasping the supple
virulent as ever.
Total.-.*............................
$863,402,220 waist of a beautiful female. The pair

Vicksburg announces the death of
William Rockwood, President of the Howard

286,342.240

......

.

;

‘ ©M of the Seven W#*dcr8.
Pharos is the ancient liaffle of a small

40.710, WH)

Debt lean cash in treasury........ $2,025,908,485
Decrease during September...........3,196,634
Dwmjase since June 80. 1818 .......... 9, 878, $45
Bonds issued to the Pacific Railroad
Companies,interest payable in lawful
.if
|4.g
Principal outstanding ................64,028,512
Interestaccrued and not yet paid
909.352
Interestpaid bv the United States.
39.836P39
Interest repaid by transportation of
mails, etc. ......
.....
’10,279.181
Balance of interestpaid by the United
States .............. .....
..... 99, 655 £58

March 3.

payment of any part of any
debt exceeding in amount $5, either as between sued by
individuals or in the payment of duties on imnot legal tender as

New Orleans and Memphis have

Total iu treasury......

July 1, IS, and
July 2. 154 . .Pacific R.

tho frontierwas to suppress raiding, and aid Hungarian Ministry has resigned, aud that
the United States troops in putting down law- other ministerialcomplications are likely to

present business outlook in the

leans 36, and in Vicksburg

.

in Loudon last

stroke of

Constantinople. As fast as tho Russian troops
retire the Turks advance, tho lines being kept
fifteen miles apart, and the intervening space
il patrolled- by cavalry fo» thtij purpose of repressing disorders. . .There was a
serious disturbance lately among the Japanese
Imperial Guard at Tokio, Japan. Hie officers
that the United States is weary of this business, of the artillery revolted, killed the officers of
and will not recall the order to Gen. Ord.... the guard, and inarchoa toward the imperial
Spear, Commissionerof Patents, has tendered palace, but were met
infantry and police,
his resignation, to take effect Nov. 1. He will and either killed or captured.The emeute rebe succeeded by Halbert E Paine, of Wiscon- sulted in the loss of about fifty lives.
sin, former Congressman. i •.!
Calcutta dispatches say that unless
A curious offer lias been made by Shere Ali gives prompt satisfaction for his inGov. Hampton,of South Carolina,to the Revesulting refusal to receive the English embassy,
nue Bureau in Washington. It was that the
the Indian Governmentwill take the opportuState authorities would undertake the collection nity to seize all the passes piercing the mounof the internal revenue in that State, in order to tain ranges that form the frontier of Hindoostan.
avoid the great difficulties experienced by ____ A Constantinopledispatch says the alarmthe Federal officers in the perfonn- ingly rapid depreciationof paper money conanco of that duty. Commissioner Raum de- tinues in Turkey, and causes the most serious
clines tho proposition ____ Senor Zamacona, apprehension.
the Mexican Minister, says the purpose of tho
It. is announced from Vienna that the
Mexican Governmentin ‘sending 5,000 troops to

South and Southwest is anything but encourag- lessness.

ing. What

.

a

by

fantrv. The scene of the engagement was near
the Kansas Pacificrailroad, on the Southern
border of Kansas.

The

geographer, died

week, from

45

the

.

man

3(5

WASHINGTON.

day, at Canon Springs, forty-five miles south of

*

.

.

It looks ns

troubleseems to be about this :- The Ameer of
Cabul, tho capital city of Afghanistan,refused
permission to a British commission to enter Afleased from prfeon in England bn tho condition ghanistan from India, for purposes of observathat they should leave that country,have ar- tion and treaty. England and Russia are rivals
rived in New York, -where they were cordially for the future possession of tliat important
receivedby the member# of the Fenian Brother- portion of AsiaticIndia, and the Ameer appears to bo favorableto Russia. England is in
hood.
high dudgeon at tho snubbing of the mighty
A liberal gift from a wealthy lady in Ameer, and has about resolvedupon sending a
New York has enabled the Secretary of the force of red-coats for the invasion of Afghan-

a

sent
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tember.

Gen. Sheridan 1ms
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SABBATH READING.

ter the moral world with

Decreed,
*

Into all Urea some rain mast fall,"
Into all eyes some teardropsstart,
Whether they fall as a gentle shower
Or drop, like fire,from an aching heart.
Into all hearts some sorrow most creep,
Into all souls some doublings come,
Lashing the waves of life's great deep
From dimpling waters to seething foam.

Over all pathwayssome clouds must lower,
Under all feet some sharp thorns spring,
Tearing the flesh to bleeding wounds,
Or entering the heart with their bitter sting.
all brows rough winds must blow,
Over all shoulders a cross must be lain,
fiowing the form, in its lofty height,
Down to the dust in bitter pain.

Upon

Into all hands is some dutv thrust,
Unto all arms some burden given:
Crushingthe heart with its dreary weight,
Or lifting the soul from earth to heaven.
Into all hearts and homes and lives
Ood's dear sunshine comes streaming down,
Gliding the ruins of life's great plain—
Weaving for all a golden crown.

and said he would take

0f

‘

The Moral World.
SERMON BY BEV. DAVID SWING, OF CHICAGO
God so loved the world that He gave His Sou.—
John

it as an especial
THE HOME DOCTOR.
culprits,and discharged them with an
favor if Dr. White would read the
admonition. On the same night they
The Dental Cosmos says that the visited the house of Tom Jackson, who
funeral service over the late William
Willis, whom a few friends had just best treatment in regard to offensive had just brought to this country the
brought to consign to their last resting- breath is the use of pulverized charcoal, famous Swiss bell-ringers.In response
place. Thus it was that the good old two or three table-npoonfulgper week, | to their Solent rihSSTof'lh^ui’^okman, whose venerable appearance is in
1)6,016 1'etinng mU came t0- “»PPer window, md, not
keeping with his age, performed the du- folX m“ghtla8
knowing who his visitors were, asked
ties of his calling, within the short
The Lancet warns parents and others them in tones of thunder what they
period of half an hour, to four departed against boxing children’s ears. A blow wanted.
souls that are now at rest.— 3fe»ij)fua on the ear has not only ruptured the
“We want an engagement,” said
Avalanche.
drum, but caused inflammationof the Browne. “We are the original bellinternal cavity of the ear, which, years ringers.”
after, terminated in abscess of the brain.
Court Scene at a Mining Camp.
Jackson then recognizedthem, and,
It is wholly impossible for you
A Nice Fever Drink.— Boil one and appreciatingthe joke, invited them in.
At Owen’s river mining camp, when
and me to discover the meana half ounces of tamarinds with two — C. C. Ruthrauff, in October Scribing of a crusade or a Napo- Big Bill Moody swore point-blank, at a ounces stoned raisins and three ounces ner.
leonic war, or of the plague in trial to ascertain the exact line between cranberriesall in three pints water, unLondon or in Memphis; we cannot go two claims, that he had seen the origi- til two pints remain. Strain, and add a
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
to the cemeteries,where half a million nal stake driven in 1852, Mr. Graham small niece of fresh lemon peel, which
said:
American soldiers sleep, and learn the
It is sickly in Kalamazoo, bilious fever
should be removed in thirty minutes.
“ Mr. Moody, do you swear that you
whole justification of their dust, but,
prevailing.
The Stockton (Cal.) Independent
where sense and reason both fail, we saw that stake driven in 1852? ReA farmer named Quay, of Galesclaims that there is no need of lockjaw
member,
sir,
that
you
are
on
your
oath.”
can whisper to onr heart that God is
from wounds in the feet or other parts burgh, lost sixty sheep by dogs one night
Moody—
“ Yes, I do.”
creating a moral world, and these are
Mr. Graliam—“ Could you not be of the body from rusty nails. Any last week.
the mornings and evenings in its sucbruise that is inflamed may be healed
A boy living at Bay City was bitten
cessive days. As the physicaluniverse mistaken? Think, sir, was it not some
by smoking it with wool or woolen cloth. by a rattlesnake while picking tomatoes
other
stake?”
is full of blending light and shadow,
Twenty minutes is sufficient to take the the other day. Whisky saved his life.
Moo<ly-~“No,sir; it wasn’t.” ^
and as, indeed, it creates beauty by
pain from the worst case.
Mr.
Gialiam
(his
hand
slowly
'gliding
The Kalamazoo Board of Education
mingling, and thus makes a morning or
round
to
the
back
of
hit
belt)—
“Do
A
Vapor
Bath—
A
vapor
bath
may
is
being pressed to establish a free readevening sky sweeter than the decided
moon, so our moral world comes to ns you swear, sir, you could not be mis- easily be prepared at home. Place a ing room in the Public Library.
taken ?”
pail of hot water under a cane-bottomed
as a continuance of the same blending,
Deer-shooting is now in order, and
Moody—
“ Well, I— I am pretty sure ” chair, or, if you have not one, put a narand in some strange manner the songs
hundreds of deer-slaversare hieing to
Mr. Graham (firmly, as his hand row piece of board across the pail ; on the north Woods of Michigan.
of Homer and Dante and Milton and
grasped something at his back, which this the patient should sit for half an
John Street, a prominent and lead
answered with a click, click)— “Don’t hour, covered by a blanket reaching to
ing
former in Cooper, was killed inyou know it to bo a fact that you never the floor, so as to keep in the steam.
stantly the other morning by his run0 L',tllcrand1B"s8,!f.t'“<1 tl,e BWOrda saw any stake in anv place driven into
Accidental Poisoning.- -When poi- away team. , , , ,i
Orange and Washington in weaving
anything by anybody?”
son has accidentallybeen taken, medi«*e one Wing of a final hnmanity.
A man named Kete, living near ManOpposing counsel calmly draws a navy cal aid should be insUntly sought. As
So ™t is the fact and future of the
ger’s Station, was injured severely a
six and examines it contemplatively.
minutes may be of value, however,
moral world that it is safe to say that
The CourW"! will state to the op- prompt measures may be adopted in night or two since by having his foot
the material world is only a great
caught in a bear trap. The bones of
shadow of this moral beauty. The nat- posin’ counsel that there shan’t he no those which must intervene until it arshootin’ done in this court, an’ for rives, and the followingare recommend- the leg near the foot Were terribly inuralists .reverse tlty thought. They
jured by the teeth of the trap.
sometimes find the explanations of the drawin’ a; shootin’ iron, which that is ed: In poisoning from i laudanum,
contempt
Of
court, the opposin’counsel opium, henbane, paregoric, soothing
The Commissioner will offer for sale
universe to lie in material forms, and
stands
committed
until
further
notice.” sirup, simp of poppies, bad fish, poison- at public auction, at the State Land
that man is only one of its many forms
Mr. Graham—^ A righteoussentence,” ous mushrooms, poisonous seeds or Office at Lansing, on Nov. 14th next, a
of dust. Man and rock and stream are
Opposing Counsel (slowly rising)— seeds or plants, or, indeed, almost any quantity of State lands aggregating
all one. But I should prefer to assume
“If
yoiir Honor please, it is a well-es- vegetable substance,the first thing to l>e 38,500 acres. These lands, are nearly
the moral world as the explanation of
tablished
j>oinf of law, as laid down by done is to empty the stomach with an all abandoned homesteads. Many of
all being, and to declare that the physithat eminent jurist, Chief Justice Stor- emetic. This may be made by mixing the lots are now quite valuable. The
cal world is Only the mirror in which
the spirit turning around constantly, age, of Texas, that it is the right of the a table-spoonfulof mustard or salt with minimum price is 11.25 per acre. The
perceivesitself. . Thus on all sides the counsel in a suit at bar to see to it that a cupful of warm water, and repeat the sale of part-paidlands which have been
great mass of material things lids as a the learned counsel on the opposite side dose until there is free vomiting. In forfeited for non-payment 6f interest
mirror or language of the rational soul. does not get the drop on Ins witness. all narcotic poison the person should on will take place at the same time. The
Your Honor may have heard the omi- no account be allowed to go to sleep, or lands first mentioned are located by
It is the reflected light of the spirit.
Such, then, is the moral world. It is nous cocking by my learned brother of he may never wake; For all strong counties os follows
Countle*. ArrtfA.) Count le*. Amt.
a deadly weapon known and described acids, such as oil of vitriol, muriatic,
rising up immense from the hand of a
Alcona ..........440.0UMackinaw ....... 160.00
as
a
Six-shooter.
I
submit5
to
your
nitric, and oxalic acids, put an ounce Allegan .......... 40.00 If aaon.... ....... 86H.8T
nwer-resting Creator, and is increasing
Alpena ......... ll.OHl.M Mecosta ..........108.58
in volume the further the living Honor that if I stand committed he of calcinedmagnesia into a pint of wa- Day
.............I,!t7h.l9Menominee ...... 861.80
ter, and take a wine-glassful every’ two Donnie .......... 188.82 Midland . ....... 200.00
stream flows. And now it is such a should be sent with me.”
The Court — “Yes; it is so ordered.” minutes. If this is not attainable, Charlevoix ...... 001.58Mlaaaukee ....... 601.10
view of it which makes us the more
As the nearest! .jail was sixty miles dissolve half on ounce of soap Cheboygan ...... 1,808.08 Montcalm ........ 86.41
ready to believe that this benevolent
Clare ............
858.45 Montmorency . . 1,840.00
Creator sent such a being as Christ to distant; as Caliph’s judicial acquire- in a pint of water, and give a wineglass- Clinton .......... 40.00: Muskegon ........ 120.00
ments did not include a knowledge of ful every four minutes. Magnesia or Crawford ....... 80.00’ N> way go ........ 4H0.U0
live and teach and die here. It seems
Delta ............‘!50.M Oakland .....
40.00
Oceana.. ....... 160.00
easy to believe that He came an angel how to draft a commitment, and, as the chalk may be taken if lucifer matches Eaton ...........
constablewas himself “ one of the are swallowed. For arsenic, which is Emmet ......... IMLIWlOgemaw ........ V 240.00
to disturb the waters of this pool that
Gladwin ........ llB.iftjOaceola ..........265.110
higher life and health might be given boys” and perfectly understood the found in rat and vermin poisons and Gratiot .......... WT.87 Otiego ........ W1.06
out to all us sick ones helpless on the matter, these occasionalinterruptionsof ague drops, empty the stomach by an Huron ........... 9,t4W.2S; Preeque Isle....'. 7.688.4H
Ionia ........... 40.00 Roscommon ..... 160.00
banks. At times atheists will come, and a trial amounted to no more than a tem- emetic of ten grains of sulphate of zinc, Iosco ........... 1.840 JO Saginaw .......... 200.00
porary
adjournment,
during
which
the
if it can be had ; if not, mustard and Isabella,....,...
120.00Sanilac .......... 1,476.04
to all our hearts doubts will come, but
constableand the bar, and a few inside warm water. Give large quantitiesof Kalkaska ........ 80.00 Shiawassee ...... ' 120.00
the momentum bound up in the family
Lapeer ...... .... 80.00 jTuacnla..........828.85
friends, had a convivial game of draw.— milk and raw eggs, or, failing these, flour
of man and issuing forth from the One
Leolanaw ........ 2-W.OOiVau Duron ....... 40.00
San
Francisco
Chroincle.
and water lx>th before and after the
Being whom we call Christ will press
vomiting. For mercury in all its forms
Apportionment of the State Tax.
back the formal and informal unbelief
General Elections.
—corrosive sublimate, vermilion, red
and will Carry us all onward. It is not
The following is a statement of the
Having been asked, says an exchange, precipitate, calomel-—the whites of
to be wondered at that Christ came and
State taxes as apportioned to the several
offered to this moral world His hand a number of times as to the time of twelve eggs should be beaten up in
counties by the Auditor General, Sept.
and His heart, for it was a wonderful holding their general electionsin the two pints of water, and a winoglassful 20, 1878:
world and was moving off toward a great several States, we give below the date given every three minutes. If the paof each, as taken from the “Century tient vomits, all the better. If the eggs
destiny.
When we remember how God loved of Independence.” Cfit it out and paste cannot immediately l)e obtained,use
flour and water or milk. For prussic
this world, and when we look into it and it in your scrap-book for reference.
Alabama— Tuofldayafter first Monday in No- acid, which is often found in almond
see what elements are blending together

this

plan of the universe in our mind, and
must confess that our civilizationis
made up of subtle forces joining and
blending in it like the many vibrations
which form a tone in music. We must
follow the flight of induction until we
do not see the human race to be shaped
only by such great things as language
and education and liberty, but also by
what seem humbler elements, such as
the addresses of a Savonarola,the conversion of an Augustine, the piety of a
Calvin, the solitnde of an a’Kempis.

Ui, 16.

In that large composition called the
moral world what ideas, as the painters
would say, lie here and there ! Standing before the landscape of a great
artist you find a large assemblage of
thought. There is the expanse of blue
sky, there is a band of white cloud,
there is the charm of great distance in

!

1

iround of time, tie momitiin awake.,

„

and

the sense of the sublime, the grass
violets in the foregroundawaken the
beautiful, the crmnbling house

.

or

church appeals to onr natural sadness,
the vines on the wall recall us to hope
the immenseness of the scene proclaims
God, the hunter or fisherman just visible proclaims man. Into this moral
composition you may see the Greek and
Roman carrying art and thought and
language, and the Hebrews carrying the
;

I

best truths of religion. The Hebrews
followed faithfullytheir mission, and
stood by the religious side of man until
their seed-lessons bore the fruit of the
Christian era. There were other
streams meanwhile flowing down and
emptying into a common deep, but, as
in speaking in general terms of conti*
nents we allude to its giant streams, the
Mississippi or Hudson, or Amazon or
Danube as draining the immense vales,
and make no note of the hundreds of
tributarieswhich, with much noise or
profound silence, add their waters, so
in analyzing the post the mind must
mention only such Niles as Palestine
,

,

,

I

and Greece and Italy, and must
not hope even to perceive the
tributaries of those long and deep
floods.

In

we may

find a whole day in this

the classic languages alone

moral
creation. The modern speech which
can express such millions of ideas, and
which furnishessuch a gateway for the
soul; the modem speech which finds in
the score of modern languages only so
many dialects of itself, all comes from
that* Eastern land— a magnificentbequest from the dying yesterday,to the
youtliful to-day and to-iporrow.

f In this
great composition before us, after a
mighty language was limned, then came
education and liberty. The education
which began to turn the mind away
from sensuality and toward such intellectual riches as law, philosophy, science, art, poetry, and ethics, must be
declared one of the mighty works of
“creation and providence.”When by
degrees the growth of liberty came inviting the common people up to higher
seats, then, too, the Creator poured another element into the moral cosmos,
and made it assume a new shape. The
common man became ambitious, and
energetic,and hopeful. It threw open
the gates of property,of office, of profession, of every form of distinction,

:

•

.

M
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to form its powerful life, let

us.. {eel

that

vember.
flavor, salt volatile and water stimulants
Arkansas— First Monday in November.
may be given.
California—First Wednesdayin September.
Connecticut—First Monday in April
Colorado— Second Tuesday in September.
Artemus Ward as a Practical Joker.
Delaware— First Monday m November.
Florida— Tuesday after first Monday in NoBrowne, and Griswold, the “Fat Convember.
tributor,”were on newspaper work at
Georgia— Second Wednesday in Octolior.
Dliuois—Tuesday after first Monday in No- the same time in Cleveland, and were
vember.
very intimate friends. One day there
Indiana— Second Tuesday in Oc toiler.
came to the city a dramatic reader, a
Iowa— Second Tuesday in Octolier.
man of some note, but of a very timid
• Kansas— Tuesday after first Monday in No-

sweep onward, and can, if. we will
permit it to do so, banish from onr souls
all chilling doubt, and fill us with its
own imperishable power and hope. It
will fill onr bosoms with its \pwn perpetuity, and make us feel that the death of
man is only his removal to a place
whence he can look down upon nations
and ages in their grandeur, as now we
measure a little space with our eye, and
veihbor.
exult in the morning and evening of a
Kentucky—First Monday in August
and filled with enthusiasm races which
had once been slaves. In the modern fleeting day. Here we see the hours Louisiana— First Monday in November.
Maine— Second Monday in September.
and days pass, and so few are they that
great nations men of all form^ of talent,
Maryland—Tuesday after first Monday in Nowe
can count them, and soon they are
philosophic,n^echaiucal,mathematical,
veraber.
all gone. The spiritual world is so imMasftachusetta—Tuesday after first Monday in
poetic, moral, philanthropicor inventive
mense, and it# Creator so good and sub- November.
are invited and urged along their favorMichigan— First Monday in April
lime, that
be mi extinite path by the sense of perfect freeMinnesota— Tnepday after first Monday in
• • A
dom. One long dreadful epoch perse- guishment of the soul, but a calling Novembefy 6 111 ***
away to where the heart enters upon a
Mississippi—Tuesday after first Monday in
outed Jews or burnt Catholics or ProNovember.
Missouri—'Tuesday after first Monday in No-!
ftmU^nc^spiod ' great centime® pass by ’on earth mth aU vomber.
New Hampshire— Second Tuesday in March.
Hebrew becomes the musician of Ger- their strugglesand triumphs.
New Jersey— Tuesday after first Monday in
many, or the banker of Europe, or the
November.
Sad Scene al A Memphis Cemetery.
statesman of England/"When Disraeli
New' York— Tuesday ‘after first Monday in
The sorrows of the epidemic were November.
was young he perceived the result of
liberty among the Jews, for he enumer- never pictured in more . distressing North CaroKn»-FiretMonday in November.
Nevada—Tuescbjj after first Monday inJNoates in “ Coningsby” the great ones who scenes tnan were witnessed at Elmwood
vemlier.
Cemetery.
Six
friends
pf
the
lofe
Hfl
are leading Europe in thought, in
Nebraska— Second Tuesday in October.
Woiilmm had follow adhis remains to the
Ohio— Second Tuesday in October.
finance, in statesmanship,and in song.
Oregon— First Monday in Junej £
“
city
Af
the
dead,”
4lie
pfo^pfose-Af
We have now markod’.the process bv
Pennsylvania— Tuesday after first Monday in
which one moral Vbrld is bfeing* formed. paying the last sad tribute to their
Borrowing our figure from the Bible, we dearly-belovedcompanion. On arriving Rhode Island— Ural Wednesday in April
South Carolina— Tuesday after first Jtfoi
[onday
see the successive flays opening and at the cemetery they found the Rev. Dr.
in November.
White,
of
Calvary
Church,
who,
with
closing, and in each evening thqjcmTennosaeo— Tuesday after first Monday in
tidn larger and better than in the morn- his aged wife and faithful colored serv- November. V
i.
X *3 XU uL sj
Texas— First Tuesday in Deoember.
ing hour. From the iew large elements ant, Were the only moUmers at the
we may pass to a general law, and con- funeral of the minister'd1 son, Eugene Vermont— First Tuesday in September.
Virginia—First Tuesday in November, > ^ 1
clude that the minor events in history •fk White, ’who had- died- the day previit will

deih

1

v

g

<

w

West Virginia—Second Tuesday in Octolier.
Wisconsin— Tuesday after first Monday itt

disposition.These two worthies in
some manner discovered that he was a
person easily to be imposed upon,
and shortly after his arrival they paid
him a visit. It was an early hour in the
morning— long afjter the man had retired— and they found it difficult to
arouse him. They told him they were
editors, and wanted to hear him read before writing him up. They invited him

.

.

,

.

Calhoun ...
CaitH .......

Charlevoix.

Cheboygan
Chippewa. .
Clare.......
Clinton
.
.

r

njamM

Brftnch .....

.

«m

1.1)50,006 | 2,028.88
18.000,000 17.528.88
1.500.000
900.000
1.078.51 n 1,078.52
800.000
10,000,000 13,481.45
18,627.64
7,000,000 '0,487.01
‘•,4Jr7.01
741.481 jt, 741.48
550.000
16.025.1
2!, 008
23.488.16
17.600.1
28,692,54bo
24.000.000
88,188.98
15.000.000
20. 222.17
600.67
450.000
606.67
1,617.77
1.200.000
1,617.77
800.000
1.078.52
1,078.51
1,848.14
1.000,000
1,848.14
9.500.000 12.807.38
12.807.88
Att'ch'd1

.

i

foKal-V
( kaski. (

Crawford

1.078.52
800.000
11.150.000 15,031.82
800,000
404.44
10,860,000 22,71614
1.078.52
806,000
to step into the hall adjoining the hotel GrandTraverae 1.500.000 2,022.22
Gratiot .......
2.500.000
8,870.86
and give them a specimen of his powers. Hillsdale ...... 20.026.000 20,990.60
first the
refused to go with Houghton .....
1,482.96
8,870.36
thep, but when , they told him sfemlv Huron. .......
17,626.00
Ingham, .i...,
that they were editors, and would crush Ionia .....
14.000.000 18.874.03
him if lie did not comply, he felt com- IOSCO; ........ "L000.0001 1.848.14
Isabella .......
2,157.08
1,600, OOP
pelled to
Nor would they allow
Isle Royal .....
UX),000
184.82
Jackson
.......
86.886;h0
26,250,000
to put on his clothes, but forced him to
Kalamazoo..., 28.000.000 31,007.:
go in night-dress to a cold and dreary Kalkaska.....
2,021.
1.500.000
hall, where thev complacently
31,000,000 41.792.49
Kent .....
Keweenaw... .
1.078.52
KW.OOU
their cigars while they listened to
1.848.14
Lake ...... <4...
1.000.000
declaim,
chattering teeth
8,425.91
Lnpecr.., .....
808.89
trembling voice,
several hours. Leolanaw . . .
27.000.000 BO, 899.91
they finally permitted him to go, Lenawee,,,...
Livingston.... 14.000.000 18.074.03
1,078.62
they told Kim, by wav of consolation, Mackinac.
HWI.OflOl
14,050,000:
18,941.44
that they had always thirsted to hear a Macomb,, .....
2.000.000!
2, 686 JR
Manistee ......
dramatic reader ip night-dress, and they Maul ton...!.... (.1 100,000
5,892.68,
4.000.000
were very
gratified with his per- jdarquette.....
2.696.*
2.000.000
1<
„
2JOO.OOOI
Mecosta ...... .
.........
Eaton .........
Emmett .......
Geneaett.......
Gladwin ......
Della

M

man

At

....

go.

him

smoked
him
and

with

...

for

.

.

_

(

much
formance.

J(

,

tember.

We

19/
' 404.44
39,041.04
1,078.B2
2,028.2*
8,870.88
27,

(

AttYh’d

of the night, wenf forth in search of de- Oscoda...,;*.
Alcona.
fenseless citizens. Up and down the
(

........

}

41 ,963.

^

.

.

.

who

inarched them off to the Tombs. Wayne ......
Wexford ....
They entered fibtitiousnames; but the

Judge next morning recognized the

Totals

.

.

W

82,694.81
2,029.22
56,691.40
1.078.52
1.848.14
12,907.86
808.89

m
1,078.52

'm
!

184.8*
6,898.58
2,696.99
8.370,86
2,022.22
: 2,029.29
1.381.85
56,579.19
0,066.66
,

-

5.392.58
2,966.99
85,619.81
8,870.86
1,078.62
948.70
2,696.29

(1

650.000

.

.

J*

1

876.29

marched, and Ottawa ....... 7.500.000 10,111.09
750.0001 1.011.11
whenever they found a man alone and Prcaqne Isle
1,011.11
750.000
unarmed they would make him get Roscommon... 16.000,000
,570.89
Ar-....... 3.060,00(9 214411-84
down on his knees and pray for mercy, t
ise
1,078.52
Then, after having frightened him al- SobopicrMt.,.
12,470.84
most out of his senses, they would per- St.Clair ..i,
n.iajo
24,800.81
mit him to go on phis way. The fun, 8t. Joseph
4,'
S2JH
however, after a* -while was brought to Tuscola.......'
000.000114.8*9.o9
Van Bureu....| 11,000;
an abrupt termination by the police, Washtenaw
street in grim array they

608

41,028.94
20,900.87
1.84H.14
2,157.08
184.82

When

Browne was a great lover of a. practi- Menominee...." 1.500.0001 is!
1.500.000
2,022.22
Midland ......
November.
cal joke. One of his maddest pranks Missaukee .....
1.025.000
1,881.86
Arizona Territory—Tuesday after first JHop- was in New York city, in 1863. u He had Monroe ..... 1.
9.500.000 12.807.88
4.500.000
0.066.66
ftRmimiiAvr tfinvr
ufl been at sorfie benefit performancewith Montcalm.....
after first Moi
f Att'ch’d|
Dan Bryant and Nelse Seymour, and Montmorency.
j
^ho Te^^TuDsday after first Monday at ita conclusion he induced these two Muskegon. ( Alpena
5,3WJ8
4:000,006
in November.
to join, him on a lark. Accordingly, Newaygo.,
2J100.000
Montana Territory—First Monday in Aiifuiat
1250,000
...
New Mexico Territory—First Monday in Sep- tiiey went to Bryant's property-room, Oakland
i bjoo.ooc /SJ70.86I
Oceana .....
and
each
donned
a
complete
suit
of'
i
800.000
Ogemaw..
1,078/)*
Utah Territory—First Monday in Bentember. armor. Then they armed themselves Ontonagon
mooo
948.70
WashingtonTerritory—Tuesday after first with broadswords, and, in the still hours Osceola ........
2.000:000' 2,606.29
!

“ poor Ned”>ere about to be
to the grave, Dr. White, who
unable to trace tne result
line of facts, it will remain true that Mason, asked the privilege1
that fact or line of facts is blended into his burial service., The
the great whole, forming human nature. readily granted, and the rev
Our eyes are made to see the large, and lister, in words most feelingly rendered,
then reason cornea, in to infer the small. amid tears and sobs that almost choked
Our senses do not i measure the world, their utterance,eulogized1' ;the $iaradter
they only set going an induction.We of the deceased,'^s the sod was faffing
perceive that me large animals eat and upon the coffin of the debased, Dr.
breathe and rest and die, and hence, White was approoched by a •gentleman
Sepwhen animal organisms become too well known in this community, who tember.
small for onr sight, we cover them all asked him to read the service over his
The Old Bailey.
over with our jhduction^andrbyreason dead wife. He was the only mourner,
The Old Bailey, like Newgate, has
see them eat and hreathe -Wt rest and and was heart-broken over his loss. The
die. When the heavy quadruped runs kind old man willingly consented, but been condemned,and the two noted
over the Western plains the ground first asked that he might consign tp the prisons of London will fall togetherand
' trembles; and when man walks his step grave his son. The mourner^ of Ed new blocks of buildings take their
is often heard afar, in the still night. Worsham acted, as pall-bearers to place. Within the Old Bailey dock
When the ear fails, induction becomes Eugene D. White, and, with uncovered have stood Jack Sheppard, Jonathan
the soul’irear,and it tells us that when heads, listened with aching hearts to the Wild and otjier noted criminals, and it
the butterfly’sfoot touches a flower- father as he read the service over his was in the same prison— though in part
leaf the air vibrates with the dead son. This painful scene had hardly now tom down— that the regicides had
sudden contact.
must en- ended when Mr. Ed Beasley approach-^ their trial
<

|

Alcona .....
Allegan .....
Alpena..,..
Antrim ----Daraga.. ...
Barry, ......
Biy..' ......
Deuzle .....
Berrien
.

a

876.29
49,484.09
1,811.11

11,359.98
59,80356
4,111.84

/a

pmm

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Elegant line of German linen towels,
German linen table clothes, with napkins

pent

German

to match,

Saturday, October

5,

Remember, if you owe
money to buy paper.

1878.

A

THE OCTOBER ELECTIONS.

new

fine

us, that

lot of the latest styles oi
at

The

the Cheap

at the

E.

At the City Bakery you will find a full
Of these States Georgia, Indiana, Ohio
and West Virginia are democratic;Iowa supply of Cakes, Cookies and Crackers,
and Nebraska are republican, and Color- which are warranted to be fresh.
is

It

claimed by the republicans.
too much to say that, except

is not

Georgia, Iowa and West Virginia,

market.

Try Johnston’s Sarsaparilla the
|

the

all the

A fresh

best in

ing Ohio; they will of course, carry Iowa;

than any 50 cent Tea in tbe city, at

is

awaited by the

BERTSCH.

Tbe

politi-

best 10 els Cigar in tbe city

Gentlemen. Also, »

the most elegant

street, cor.

large lot of Bleached and Unbleached cot-

well

i,

P.

&

Jk

...

STEKETEE.

A.

Ladies' walking shoes, etc.,

the

at

HAmiJJGTCJf.

U. J.

GROCERIES,
A complete stock of

hand.

on

November

influence the result of the

New

to 75

..

8c.

.......

.......

r.

,

, 9c.
Ol the

HARRINGTON.

J.

E.

Orleans, Sugar ..........

A ..........

cents per yard just received at

elec-

Groceries constant-

Our stock of sugars cannot be

Extra C .........

Carpets at from 20

a bargain

Cheap Cash Store of

believe a correct impressionthat the Octo-

lot of

at

/

beat.

A nice

i

Bronson.

We still keep on hand a slock of Lire
Geese Feathers, and have just receiveda

at

=

oil

Rubbers, SUppers

dans of all parties with the most lively ns a straight 5 center is kept at Pessink’s.
interest,because there is a general and we They are “A No. 1.”
ber elections will this year very largely

i

complete stock of Boots and Shoes

W. Wurzburg,

Canal

tons

as

1

for Ladies’ and

,

line of BERLINMADE CLOAKS ever exhibited in that city, at prices ranging from
$2.50 to $40.00,
We call special attention to the finish
and perfect fitting of our cloaks.

stack of Groceries is just re-

D.

HARRINGTON.

now open

have

F.

ceived, and a better 40 cent Tea is offered

everywhere, and

We

tf

October States are this year doubtful.
The republicansseem confident of carry
and they hare a reasonable chance of
Indiana. But the result is uncertain

.1.

111

WURZUURG'S.

tions during the present month of October.

ado

A

cheap cash store of

HARRINGTON

E. J.

=

No. 1 Mackeral can be found

finest

Cash store of

braska, Ohio and West Virginia hold elec-

liuipn handkerchiefs,

damasks.1

I >'
F. W. WURZBURG’,

linen

Canal and Bronson Streets.

Hats and Caps just received
Colorado. Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Ne-

GUfman

takes

it

have just received an immense stock of

I

BOOTS & SHOES.

:,10c.

Granulated. U,....;, ........

Land

tions to follow. The puzzle of the politi-

...11c.

for Sale!

We have a fine lot of coffees and
A new assortmentof Beavers nnd Chinhow strong the greenback vote
spices, and we have among our large varwill be, and how much it will draw away chillas, for Ladies’ Winter Cloaks, just reT
WILL
sell 80 acres of nntmproved land in the iety of Teas, one that we offer* for 50c per
from each of the old parties. If the ceived at
JL town of Heath, Allegan Co., Mich., one mile
BERTSCH. south-eastfrom Uamilton.A portion ofttlie soil pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
greenbackers poll the dissatisfied vote
is sandy, part clay, the balances good hay march.
All easily cleared. Enough pihe and oak still on Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
pretty generally they can hardly fail to
WURZBURG’S.
the laud for building purpose*. Well watered by
carry a good many Congressionaldistricts.
a Spring Creek. Price, $8 per aero. For further
includingCorn and Tomatoes, etc.,
We have now received,and will have particulars call on or address
But if they draw to themselves only or
open for inspection on Monday,
EDMUND SKINNER,
Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will
mainly the greenbackersproper they will
34-3
Saugatnch*Allegan Co., Mich.
700 PAIRS OF FULL-SIZED ALL
be taken In Exchange for goods, at the
poll but a small vote in the aggregate, and
cal year is

latest styles and patterns, to which l inthe attention of the public. Prices are so low

vito

‘“V.
wltntn
Improvements

the reach of all, and

>tove 1h

the late

ou the

PARLOR S10VES
Will at once convince the purchaserof the
useful improvements,

ti

D.

1

rn

the principal effect of their

be

movement

will

WOOL WHITE BLANKERS,
weighing 6% lbs., at the extraordinary

defeat here and there the calcula- low price
tions of the regular politiciansand give
to

democratic
publican
result in

to republicans or

districts

re-

democrats.The
Maine showed that there was
districts to the

anxious to

know

is,

now

politiciansare

Canal

GOODS,
STJOH AS

as to produce positive results.

?R0F&E0XE3 0r TEE WEATHER
OF TEE GREENBACK VOTE.

AND

People are always predicting what the

We

have been.

do not refer to the pre

dictions based on the weather signals, but

to those resting on all

sorts of ridiculous

propositions.

_

A

D. BERTSCH.

A fine assortment

of

Indies’ hand baskets,

summer. It will be a cold win- and a splendid assortment of Balmoral
a Pennsylvania journal, because Skirts, at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
bears and squirrels are plentier than usual.
we

have not yet heard pre-

dicted, but if that

is

any sign we think

Query: “Why will men smoke common tobacco, when they can buy Marburg

it

_ _

{

The

for things to

begin

to freeze up.

predictions about the weather are

much

just about as

to be

is a

price?’’

vole.

45-1

full line

of Boots and

Shoes for Men and Boys, Rubber Boots, Warm-lined Boots,

We

It

Etc., Etc.

Call and

A

there is, just now, no other party in the
field

fit

in the newest Fall designs,
dinary low price of

at

organizationunder the name and style of

Grand Haven Railroad Company,
and the appointment of Col. F. H. May
the

for

Ladies hose in endless variety,

cheaper than ever. Call

is
in

Best White Lime
J.

E.

A. D. Nel-

son, master of track and bridges, Allegan;

Sheetingsfrom 1 yard wide to 2% yards wide.

and

Bucklin’a Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve

Leavenworth, general freight agent and at
master of transportation, Allegan; Hugo
;

and

treats

seems

to

understandhis duties

Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
cheap.

only $1.00 per barrel

HARRINGTON’S.

Call at the Cheap Cash
Store of

E. J. Harrington.

J.

HARRINGTON.

(Near the Allegan Depot

&

A.

LUCE,

MONUMENTS

8TEKETEE.

And

Our

new stock of dress goods is now
open and comprises all the novelties of
and willingly add the missing link— that the season. Tbe best line of dress goods
Mr. Brown, condnctor on the passenger In this city at 12Wc, 15c, 20c and 35c per
train, is well known here as an efficient yard. Great btfrgninsin black and colored
cashmeres, fine quality in all the newest
and honest railroademploye, who has fall shades, 70c per yard. The finest
worked himself up from the bottom by quality made 40 inches wide, 00c.
W. Wurzburg,
characteristic fidelityto his employers inCorner Canal and Brunson St.
terests, and an honest discharge of his

A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant hashes; strawberries;
Pears, Apple. Quince, Chestunt. Mulberry, Appricot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No money required down inquire or
J.

__

W.

coo), quiet and industrious.

is

A Fine White Dress

all

kinds of

CEMETERY WORK
--

nr

stone.—

can say likewise of our popular station the city for $1.00 at
of
E. J.
It is »ald that Gen. Sherman has shown

much
ing the
so

feeling on account of his son joinJesuits, and has reproached his

wife and her
bitterly for

Roman

son, that Mrs. Sbcrmanwbas

plans and determined

band

resume her

Shawls at $8.00, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00.
These shawls are worth 20 per cent more

residence

in

Washington.

Mrs. Sherman, who has been very
convalescent.

Heavy Beaver Shawls, $2.50; Extra Heavy, $400;

changed her

and

ill^is

to land.

F.

W. Wurzburg,

Corner Canal and Bronson Sta.

All

Ninth & River Streets.

trial will convince you.

In opening this store we open the finest and
largest Famtiure store in Ottawa Co., and respectfully Invite our old customers to come aua examine onr stock of goods, consisting of tbe finest
and best kinds of furniture to the cheapest,ineluding all the latest st.rios, such as East Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at

B.

Eastern Salt at $L<80 per barrel
wholesale for $1.25 per barrel at

and

HARRINGTON.

Grand Rapids.

Rendezvous-Halt!

The attention of the public at 'arge Is ca'led to
Having bought everythingnew we can sell lower the fact that most all the old soldiers,tradesmen,
citlaeus,and farmers, have from cus om made the
ilb a small profit, than old stock can be sold "at
with
restaorant of
cost.

see for yourself.

WM. GEL0CK,
No. 121

Remaining Proprietors

of

Monroe

A regular rendcavous,on their arrival In the
city and before their departure lor home, on ac
count of the close proximityto the Union depot.
I shall henceforthmake it a point to haveaccnrste
time for travelers to start by, and keep on hand a
full line of

the

We

are

prepared to mannfactnrelnrnlturetoorder
sell common ware very cheap.

OUT

and can afford to

also keep ourselves preparedto do all kinds
of Planing, Matching, Re-sawing,making of Doors,
Sash and Blinds, etc.,
.

H,

W.

Holland,Mich,, July

VERBEEK &

Lunch Counter,
Always ready for those I* a hurry, and will keep
on band the beat kind of Liquorsand Cigars and

2S, 1873.

the fineet

HUNT’S HAIR GROWER.
t

!

young men wear heavy whla
kers and moustaches who have
used It. This preparation Is tha
remit of a great many year’s experience by an expert hair dresser, has

it,

Lager Beer.

10,000

fully established its reputation ol
prodnein* a moustache whisker or hair on a bald

Packages can be deposited, and Information furolshtd to those Id need of It, facilitatingmy customers In every possible manner.

DON’T FORGET the

Farm

at

83-

18*.

WM. GRLOCK.
Grand Rapids,

42-tf

LAND WANTED.

8.

Jw

P.

DE FREE,

M. 80 HR AM.
F.

W.

VAN BRER.

WK8THOEK.

Mich.

soil, six miles

.

J.

NUMBER,

No. 121 Monroe Street
for Sale.

splendid clay
from this city. Near church
11 heretofore existing between the undersigned and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
nnder the firm name of De Free. Schram A Co.,
of this land is partially improved . Also
has thla day been dissolved by rantaal consent, M
Schram retiring.The business will be continued -40 acres of unimprovedland in the Townby the remainingmembers nnder the firm name of ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
DePree,Van Bree A Westhock with whom all ac
M. D. HOWARDcounts in favor of and against said late firm will
A. D.

.

Co.,

I will sell eighty acres of

i

THB3

We

Dissolution Notice.

settled.

Street,

IFHCEIsTIX:
Planing Mill, REFRESHMENTS

Prices Low.

be

CARPENTER.

83-8m

Very Low Prices.

Work Warranted and

VTOTICE Is hereby given that the co-partnership

,

Call and see for yourself; one

Dated Zeklard, Ottawa Oo.. Mich., Sept. Zlth,

E. J.

and respect

& CO.

ll.M* Packages Sold

Just opened, a large Hue of

from auction 200 double faced Paisley

give up her religious
labors. She has rented her house in St.
Lonis, and upon the general’s return will
hereafter

Everybody treated with hindness

Holland, Mich., October4, 1877.

his favorite

to live with her bus-

STOEE!

HARRINGTON.

Catholic friends so Superior Quality, $6.00, worth $8.00; also

robbing him of

Choice Cigars and Liquors.

Have re-opened their extensive Pnrnltnre business, closed by theblg fire of 1871, on fht corner of

guages, as desired.

Give me a call before you order, and patronize your home industry.
tbe Cheap Cush Store

We

'

VERBEEK

I keep consUnily on hand the best kind of
stock, and also a nice varietv of designs. Letter
Ing done in the English, Holland and German lan-

Shirt the best in

agent, Mr. Jas. E. Higgins.

1.

_

HEW

F.

duties. He

VAN LANDBGEND,
1&8.

Holland. Mich. Januanr

A

Prop’r.

The best Oysters and Finest
Game always on hand.

.1

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

endless variety of prints and

P.

Boney Carpenter,

FORSALE.

FI9H A SEVENTH HTHKET8.

Just received and plsced on the shelves

gentleman. We hope to see this rail- goods and an
road grow under the faithful and able ginghams, at
management of Col. May.” We heartily
concur in the laudations of the Democrat
gentlemen appointed to do the work,

CORNER

Manolaetomr »f

every one with the politeness a stock of beautiful fall style of dress

LYON.

A complete stock; come and

H. R.

ceived at

of a

of the

the country.

Lard, the best in

Our new Fall Stock is now open and
complete in every department of Cloaks,

E.

EatingHouse

T. H.

See.

N. K. Fairbanks Tin Caddy

Bettlnghouse,master mechanic, Shawls, Dress Goods, Beavers, Felt Skirts
Muskegon. We understandthat the same and a large stock of Novelties too numertrain men will be retained. We doubt if ous to mention, all of which we offer at
the very lowest possible market prices.
any railroad in the State ^as a more honest
F. W. Wuhzburg,
and capable employe thtfh R. J. Hunt, the
Corner Canal and Bronson street.
conductor of the mixed train. We have
A fine lot of Winter Shawls Just reseen a good deal of him on his train and

less, but he

OYSTER HOUSE,

H.

Henry

speak knowingly. Of Mr. Brown, conductor on the passenger train, we know

-

splendidvariety of otherTeas.

Sheetings, Muslins, etc.,

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
every case or money refunded. Price
as manager thereof. The Allegan Demo- 25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
crat of this week mentions the following Walsh, Holland, Michigan.

Haebringer, auditor, Allegan

a

the extraor-

Canal 8t., cor. pronson.

appointmentsby the new manager: UE. C.

Ever since the death of the popular Crosby the

the

Metropolitan Restaurant

TEA

A largo lot of new Bleached and Unbleached

SEVEN CENTS PER YARD.

of last week,

its purchase by the bondholders, and re-

A Beautiful Residence For

now the sole proprietor of ihle well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give hia personalattention
to the managementof the house and the wanta
and -of hia une-ta The house hat* been refittedand refurnished, and now offers the best of accommodations to the travelingpublic. It contains 130 handsome and commodious rooma, Arty of which cun
be had with board at $2.(0 per day, and the reNo. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
maii der at the usual price, Having conducted the
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past sixteen years, and thahkfn! for former patronage,the Opposite Sweet’s Hotel, has taken the lead as
the POPULAR
proprietor hopes for a con'inuanccof the same.
Tne rooms of Sweet’sHotel are not exce led by
any public house in the State, the tables are supplied with all the markets afford,and careful attention is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a llberslpatronage from the
of the City of Grand Rapids.
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated

YARDS OF EXTRA WIDE AND

These goods have, never been sold
at only one-quarterper cent.* premium,
less than 12^c.
greenbacks are a very good thing.
F. W. Wurzburg,
mentioned the sale of the Michigan Lake
Shore Railway, under its mortgages and

SUPERB ARTICLE OF

English Breakfast
And

FINE FOULARD CAMBRICS

to vote for— and that, with gold

The Allegan Journal

1878.

by the proprietor.

have now opened the greatest bar-

10,000

One argument which may go a great
way to swell the greenbackvote is that

VAN LANDEGEND.

it*

,

mystery which can only be solved by gain of the season, viz:

the election itself.

examine stock

and prices.

y

WURZBURG’S.

depended on as

the prophecies of the greenback

M

public In Kcneral, that he

same

Bros. Seal of North Carolina,'at the

high lime

of

Too undesigneddeairvsto announce to

ADSO,

sold as cheap as at any other place in the

one man,
fly high. It will

will be a cold winter because fools

J.

Holland, Sept. 28,

28,

a hot

it

45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 36. Situated
between J. O. Doenbnrg’aDrug store, and P.
A A. Htokotee’aGeneral Store, ( on Eighth ntreet.
Inquire
H. DOESBURO.
Holland, April?. 18T7.
8-tf

8*-tf

city, at

are abundant

be undersold.

rpH E Kant

I.

to

SWEET’S HOTEL

ter says

That

we are determined not

and

D.

l>e a cold winter says another, because it

was

trouble to show goods,

Ladies’ and Misses Winter
Sale Cheap.
of Germantown yarns for crochet work
Shawls, Gents, Winter Clothand all kinds of fancy work, at
'THE lot and residencebelonging to Mr. H.
ing, Gents’ and Boys’ entire
BERTSCH.
A Wijkbuizen,situated on the corner of Cedar
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
and Ninth utreets. Fur terms and particulars,apSuits, including a fine lot of T. 11. LYOX, - - - Proprietor. ply to the proprietor
A large new stock of Dry Gooks,
Holland, Sept.
1878.
Overcoats, for Men and Boys,
H. WIJ&HUYSEN.
Hats and Caps, and the finest assortment
of Notions ever brought to town, will be Pants and Mittens;
Special Announcement.

It will be a cold winter, says

because the wild geese

Harrington. No

E. J.

assortmentof

.

season will be. We suppose they always

Call and ascertain Prices.

I,

Fall and Winter

Bronson.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

and

af the

Cheap Cash Store of

STILL COMING

street, corner

A large and handsome

of the best kind constantlykept In stock,
sold very cheap.

Fine Building Site For Sale.

WURZBURG,

W.

highest Market Price,

AND CUTLERY

An Immense Stock of

ever brought to this city.
F.

.

GOODS

* FALL AND WINTER

so general

is

- AND -

positively the cheapest stock of

whether this feeling

extends to other States and

JUST RECEIVED

PER PAIR.

$2.00

Ladies would do well to call and see our
new stock before purchasing,as we have

there a widespread dissatisfaction with

both parties. What

ot

HAILS, GLASS

TN

"

Ottawa or Allegan Conntlesln exchange for

1 “ real estate In the City fnmtirA
of Holland.# ^
thlfl OfllCO.
“

*

flit

A
A

Hare Chance

1

1

FIRST-CLASS SALOON, in Grand RapJd^j
perfect In all its appointments, BHUawl

Tables, Lunch Counter, Can! Room, and flaclurnitnre. Good reasons given for sellingout.
Apply to

S. S.

CHIPMAN

,

^

Apples keep filing in

lotting
Gold

is

at a

tremendous

rate.

“Ladies’ hats will be

quoted at 100;

says an

exchange. So

/

felt’’ this seaso

will the bills.

Next Wcduesday,October ^it Mwket
Snow

day.

At Bodie, in the Slate of Nevada, they
have had three inches

to the

depth of four incitesfell in

Dr. Carver recentlykilled sixty-three
prairie chickens in Minnesota without

Wk

Thers

greenback organs in on
Michlgnu bow, and there will be several
are sixty

the 19th.

ing steadily,under the supervision of Mr.

Mb. Chas.

Warinjr, qight train

patcherof Chi. & M.'L.

W.

Government.

Hon. 0. M. Barnes, candidate for governnr on the democratic ticket,will speak

k

at

Ex-Aldbrvan^fereyfaanand

family

Grand Haven

where

spedd

The

Consul in Pekin put the Com* and «»e th^gooda and^asoertaln

British

21st day of October.

province

S.

of Shansi alone

F. Walker,

_

Beautiful Live Qeese Feathers, Cheap.

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

a son-in-law of J. B.

Bailey of Allegan and formerly of
place, died of yellow fever at

-

a few days vh.

Memphis,

Who

recently that we need a public hall.

-

will start a subscription for sufficient stock

purchase a building?

to erect or

While
last,

report the new crop us looking well.

Reformed Church, on Sunday

Rev. Philip Phelps, D. D. of

filled

at

cable dispatch from the Hague,

says:— Intelligence has been received from

Waldeck that

the king of the Netherlands

was betrothed

to

day

to the princess

Emm

of Waldeck Pyrmont.

Rev.

late rains

have

The

materially benefiited the

new sown crop.

this city

the pulpit of Rev. Moerdyk.

Grand Rapidi.

A

farmers have got nearly through

putting in their winter wheat, and many

Rev. P. Moerdyk, preached in

the Second

The

.Uution.— C7uai00 Times.

former banker, Mr.

N. Kenyon

family, left on

Wednesday last for
Ionia, their new place ot residence. Mr,

Monday

next.

The

improvements being made in the

City Hotel, of which we spoke in a pre-

Professor Watson, who ie employci
by the University of Michigan to find
planets for this Stale, hashed his salary
little

demand ai

r

Holland,May

The MassachusettsRepublican Convenlion’s approval of the “motives’’ of *
meudution given the deacon, that he was
a

sound theologian but

a terribleswearer.

Grand Rapids next
Lisriof letters remaining in the Post make two speeches, from there he will go
office at Holland, Midi., Oct. 3rd, 1878}'
to Spring Lake and Grand Haven, but the
Hans Brunalson,B. days have
M. Franklin, Capt. J. G. Olson, fcdw. speeches.

Mrs. Judith Kellogg,

and has a large room in the rear of it for

Pitkin, the candidate

of

that

Judge
ford for Congress. The latter was

party for governor, is elected, as is

ousted by the present democratic house on

fleets great credit on

the

is

is

commenced at Fish street

proceeding westward; but why they

have concluded

to fill

up

the holes with

clay first,we cannot comprehend, whereas
it has been sufficiently demonstrated in
this city

and neighboring towns that clay

frequent occurrence, hut

and

that

from under

when

;ow bank, which shut up shop

-

-

Judge Stone proceeded to reply to
charges made by Mr. Sam’l D. Clay,
previous week, in regard

to

the
the

the railroad

land question, Mr. Stone, lawyer like
cleared his undividual skirts in so

far,

that he was not the author of the bill in

and that

it

at u

rally, the collapse of

an

lately in Iowa, and by dilligence and per-

severance has saved enough

money

to

start into business for himself and has associated himself for that purpose with Dr.

R. A. Schouten, who

is well

known

here.

--

store is located io the first ward, on

last

marching from the

depot to the

KROON,

OASH

FOR/

The best klads of

'arlomd Cooking Makes Custom Work

STOVS3S,
iniMuov, nui.u,
f

CUTLERY, and

Specialty.

gave

a clear

From and
to Order.

VAN RAALTE.

the American military establishment while

Holland, August,31.

W. &

H.

officers of

1878.

?9-3in

ELFERDINK'S

and will keep on hand a complete stock

and

colonel, for

misappropriationof the

funds designed for the maintenance of the

army. The

treatment of these offenders

in Russia will probably be

a

of White Granite

and C. C. Ware.

A

liberal deduction to

who buy

sets or in large

quantities. ,r

Rockingham and Yellow

NO.

22

RIVER STREET,

'

Ware

Holland, - - - Michigan

in

large supplies.
G. J.

VAARWERF.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10
The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices arc low
enough to compete with any house in the city.
I They keep constantly oi hand a choice variety of
Mes and Children sloes and galtera.

'.pairing neatly done
Short Notice.
Ni
84-Jy

W.

Si

H.

and

ELFERDINK.

1877.

CEEAF! CHEAP!

at

We

have jnet added to onr atock of

NEW- FURNITURE
ALL KINDS OF

NEW

A

STORE. Sewing Machines
A New and Bean Ufa!

FRUIT! FRUIT!

Parlor Suits,

Lounges,

1.

Cash Paid for Butter and
Eggs.

Easy Chairs, Etc.

—

Also tbe

best—-

WALNUT CASKETS

FINE COFFINS
Ever Introducedinto this City.

keep on hand a full supply of Groceries and
Provisions, which will be sold cheap for ca«h.
I will

the Russian army, forty of

them being of the rank of

date, I

intend to devote to this line of

those

patriots were engaged In suppressing

has just reported charges against five hun-

after this

trade the necessary attention,

Opposite the Post-Office.
WM. C. MELIS.

the late war as similar offences were in

swindling

.

CROCKERY!

I have opened a new businees on the corner of
Eighth and Market street, In the store formerly
Frauds in the Russian commissariat occupied by A. Flletstra,Where I will buy all kinds
of frnit, vegetables, and farming produce at regu
appear to have been as common during market prices.

dred

K.

a

Give me

a trial

We

at extremely
low figures. Come and See.
26-8m

and sell and

offer all

•

H.

MEYER & CO.

buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.
Holland, Mich., Aug.

23,

ms,

1878. 28-3m

trifle more

Importer of

and lucid history of the case, severe than our method of dealing with

and wonud up by statiug that the

title

public robbers. The chances are that the

ought to and

still does rest in the State of
Czar will have his unfaithfulofficers shot
Michigan, as was inculcated in the joint or sent to Siberia. In this country we
resolutionadopted at the last session of should give them lucrative civil offices, or,

Cbngress.Thus our actual settlers will
have to seek redress at Lansing and not

at the worst,

The

the Cary sense, of the word; but we would
like to hear these advocatesof “honest

send them to congress.

Joslin&Breyman, English

m

“ 88— “

“ 80— “
Oct 1— “

“ 1—
•* 1“ 1—
“ 8—
“ 8-

“
“
“
“
“

W

Also Agent for Robert Bmlth Brewery, N.
cor. of 5tn and Minor streets, Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert Mnlth, bos succeeded In making and Introducing an Ale, which be calla “India Foie Ale/'
and haa succeededso well that It is highly recommended os a tonic for weak peraons.

m

ahfnglM.

Emma, Two Rivers, light.
Wollln, Racine, light.
Hope, Ludlngton,4 m shingles, 4
lath.
U. II. Joslin. Manistee, 80 brls. lime.
Trt-Co!or, Chicago, light.
Four Brothers, Chicago, light.
M. Moore, Racine, light.
Wm. Bates, Chicago,light.

m

Watchmakers | Jewelers, A

•

Mae

“

AMD-—

Grand Bapidr, Utah*

money" and “honest payments of debts"
DEALERS IN
and fresh as when they departedon the propose some remedy for the poor man,
CLEARED.
Tuesday before to attend the Allegan who, having contracted a debt while Sept. 28.— 8chr. Ml Desert Charlevoix, 203 bu Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
apples, 40 bn onions, 80 bu peaches,
County Fair. ' The Allegan papers say greenbacks worth 30, 40, or 50 cents on
400 lbs grapes,50 lbs honey 200
hds cabbage.
that “the performances of the band were the dollar in gold, whereby he can escape
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
8ept. 28— “ Emms, Cheboygan. 100 brls apples.
universallyudmiyed and that they bore paying double the amount of actual con25 bkts grapes, 100 lbs honey.
“ 80- “ Wollin, Chicago, 50 m Inmher.
themselves as gentlemen throughout." tracted indebtness; and we would also
Oct. 1— •• Hope, Lndington. 1,100 lbs butter,
All the merabera of the band speak in the like to hear them propose some remedy
100 doz eggs, 200 bu apples. 5 brls
flour. 100 lbs honey, 1,100 lbs grspes
highest terms of the treatmentthey re- whereby the soldiers— who offered his
SO lbs cheese, 50 hds cabbage, 6 brl
cider.
ceived at the hands of the “Fair authori- life to his country— would get the residue
“
1— “ U. H. Jo iln, Manistee. Iffflba apties" and the citizens at large. It is note- of the money due him, counting that he
ples. 110 bkts grapes, 55 lbs honey,
5 brls flour, 10 bn corn.
worthy and histoicalthat our citizens have was obliged to take pay at $13 per month
All Kinds of Spectacles.
“ i-r “ Tri-Color,
Chicago, 875 brls headings
77 m f b staves.
always beeu very kindly treated by the in depredated currency, and make it
“ 1— “ Four Brothers, Chicago, 1,800 Uea,
l>eopleof Allegan, and the bond of friend- equal to gold— as well os the cupitaist and
40 cds wood.
of Gold Fens*
“ 8- “ M. Moore. Racine, 900bn apploa. 25 Fall
ship and good feeling between us seems to the bondholder— who only offered his
bn potatoes, V brls apples, 100 bkts
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
peaches.
grow with succeeding years. Be it ever wealth to his country? Or is money
•* Wm. Bates. Chicago. 40 m ft oak
superior to blood ?

"

No. 100 Monroe Street,

morning:
arrived.
Manitowoc,14

mi

In bnlk and in Bottle.

ances up to Friday

Sopt. 88— 8chr. Mt. Deacrt,

and Scotch Ales,

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,

following are the arrivalsand clear-

but we elicited nothing new, nothing that

beautiful straips of music, looking as gay

thus.

D R

vaiuwu,

everything else In our line.

roman Suffrage uom-

lately appointed to Investigate the matter,

money— we cannot be Greenbackerin
ing

they get up a set of
illations?

of this County. He

of Supervisors

Eighth street, next door to Mr. P. Kleis’ has not been said or written up dozens of
limes. We are with him against flat
meat market! Give them a call.
Gee’s Band ‘returned on Saturday even-

Avlo Prohibition,

the rebellion. An imperial commission,

make the new store his
at Washington. Judge Stone then
headquarters,and hopes to.be enabled to
serve his patients better than ever before. launched out on the financial question,
doctor will

G. J.

respectfully solicitthe custom of every farmer
and cltiaen who may foe] Inclined to deal with me. Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhisk I
I shall keep on baud and will aell cheap
offer cheaper than anybody elae.

institution

lealingin such enormous figures, has pro-

was sent up under our

deemed it Ids duty to present it to
Congress.
In this, however, lie is not
The new drug store of Schouten &
sustainedby the opinions of the actual
Westvecr was thrown open to the public
settlers on those lands. But we think, he
on Tuesday evening last. Its appearance,
is correct, and hence the blame for that
although not large is neat and tidy. Mr.
Henry Westveer, recently from Iowa, has bill ought to rest in whole or in part with
the Board of Supervisors. Mr. Stone
for several years held the position as pre-

The

MR.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Wednesday,

cover of certain resolutionspassed by the

Board

scription clerk in the city of Chicago, and

911(1 Sll06S

I

they do

but undaunted *by adversityof weather and one Dutch count/ tickets. Couldn’t

a harder and better roadway than on clay.
said he
"
-«•»>

The

Having purchasedtho hardware stock ar.d busl
ness contained In the store formerly occupied by

as liabilitiesestimaied at $50,000,000.

150 people were present, we should judne, Democratic, National,

the gravel

gravel placed on sand will make

BOOtS

•

trict. The evening was rainy and stormy, legislativeand county, every mother’s son

question,
will always wasli out

^

Lieut. C. Gardnct of the 19th Infantry come jhey are apt to make up in dimenU. S. A. has been in a fight with the Jons for their rarity. The City of Glas-

we expect some lively encounters about the outdoor meeting had lo be abandoned,
of whom is Dutch. CThis, introduces a
the issues of the day belwceu then'., before
and the people gathered in one of the new element of discoid Wto Kalamazoo
the day of election dawns.
rooms of the Union schoolhouse. About politics. Tfiere are j/ow /111 Republican,

and

Ai fjTT A IVTCtTa

A notable improvement in watches is
from Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland. By a peculiar process the figures Tinware repaired and made

-

The work

DEALER IN

reported

Mu. Stephen A. Lowing, formerly and several ' privates. Lieut. Gardener duced something like a panic throughout
England and Scotland.
prosecuting attorney of this county, has was sent back with the remains of th
-«•»Colonel
and
the other wounded men.
been nominated by the Greenbackers for
An exchange says: “The Hollandersof
State Senator. Mr. Geo. A. Farr, as we
On Tuesday evening last the citizensof Kalamazoo, who number 400 voters,
mentioned last week, ha> been nominated
this city were addressed on the political claim to have been overlooked by the
by the Republicans for the same office. issue of the day by the Hon. John W. other parties in making their county nomBoth are very good rionflhatlons; they are
Stone, member of Congress friim this dis- inations, have just put up a full ticket,

city authorities have commenced

RE1D8EMA.

1878.

Failures of Scotch banks are not of

workmen.

1370, instead of on the day fixed for con- large detachment of the 19th infantry
gressional elections by the national law.
were engaged and lost their Lieut.-Col.

coveringEighth street with sifted gravel.

8.

1877.

Panning Implements as cheap
as anywhere.

the ij^nagement and

the ground that he was voted for at the Indians who broke away from their reserspecial ballotingon the constitutionin vation in Kansas recently, in which a

able attorneys and eloquent speakers, and

15.,

not yet been appointed for the

Mb. Henry Bo^ch, of Vriesland, seer
n the dial are rendered luminous,so that
display of samples. It was a lung needed
taiy of the Black River Valley Cheese' if exposed once during the day to ihe sunImprovement, and adds considerable to the
ManufacturingAssociation, informed us light they remain phosphorescent and
attraction of the house.
that their cheese took the first premiu
visible throughout the night. Preparaat the Union Fair at Grand Uapids/This tions have been made for the production
The Colorado election on Tuesday re
speaks well lor a new eiWprise, and re of these watches on a large scale.
suited io a complete victory for the repub

The

etc.,

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

and will start for
week where he will

completed. It con- Walty, C. C. Nichols, Mrs. Bailey, Mrs.
CatherineSulfin.
tains now a very large and handsome sitWm. Vrrbkkk, P. M.
ting room for gentlemen on the first-floor,

Bel

etc

N. B. Call and see a most beantlfbl varietyo
[Camp Chairs, ornaments,plctnrc frames, brackets

the Republican party,

advertisements.

vious issue, are nearly

Means.

HEROLD.

X.

Holland, Mich., Sapt.

their patronsgeof
the paat, I hope to merit and solicita liberalanarc
ot U for the future.

D. will exchange
The yellow fever is abating in the large
Wm. H. Parks, of Marquette,attorney at
W. Beardslee of Conlaw, will occupy Mr. Kenyon’s residence cities, but is spreading to the country
stantine, Mich., on Sunday next. Rev.
towns of the south, and croaiing havoc
and settle in our midst.
Beardslee will preach in Hope Church,
wherever it goes. The contributions from
both morning and evening, and Rev. Dr.
Mr. E. J. Harrington has just returned all over the county foot up an immense
Crispell will preach at Constantine.
from Chicago with an immense stock of figure. The authenlic figures ot this city
fall and winter goods, containing many cun be found on the first page.
r A man who gives his name as John
new designs and fashions, which im offers
Green was arrested on Thursday morning
We learn from Capt. M. De Boe that
for sale very cheap. Call and examined
on a charge of stealing a cow from Mr.
he
has concluded to go stumpspeaking for
the stock and judge for yourself.— See new
Green waived ex

Call In and get bargains.

While I thank the public for

C. Crfspell, D.

north of this city. Mr.

hand.

us.

I am now aelllng the Howe hewing Machine,
and will henceforthkeep It for sale at my store
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been abolished
for the simple reaaon that the price* of machine*
ate too low to admit of any expensa In that way

fused.

pulpits with Rev. J.

amination and will be tried on

Caskets alwaya

Fair dealing can be relied on.

got Congress and the penitentiarycon-

call3d]see

Setts.

Hayes’ administralionis like the recom-

Our
and

P. N. Liodsley, residing aboutthree miles

and Parlor

by some strange obliquity the Convention

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Business cut down, there being so
College, from which some of our most present for planets.
proficient accountants and business men
;raduate, is a most popular and useful in-

o

A Complete a«sortmentof Children’s and Infants’
shoes for foil and winter, and a full line of
Ladlee* and Gentleman's wear.

Retail.

tlilf

—

—

—

Eighth Street, City ot Holland.

lo$t

Mr. G. Koning, our enterprisingfruit
iedroom Setts
Tenn., on Sunday. HU wife is still living.
cation with theii^relRUves.
and produce dealer, showed us an Early
•ell
-«•»—
Coffins and,,
Rose potato weighing 18 ounces, raised by
It is urged in extenuation of the noml
It has been demonstrated several times
one of our farmers. Who can beat this? nation of Secor Sobeson for Congress that
on
they hope tq

at

A PULL LINK OF CARPETS, FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

—

5,000.000.

on Monday, evening the

on Wednesday evening for Milwaukee,

left

The

received

Fuat

deaths from famine in China at 7,000,000.

gone

8. It. K. has

to Ridgeway,Lenawee Co., Mich., o

vacation.

W1. Burke, for the

eve

thi

r

—

OF-

address the cni.lw,u,,‘jl,ch,f#Perl&aneTorbefore-

— — rron our harbor is again progress- izens of this city in the near future.

—

stock:
—

FURNITURE BOOTS A SHOES
—
E. HEROLD,

Governor CrosswellWhich
______ I_____
_____ _____
have purchased
lower than

and Zach Chandler will

--

Work

more before election.

are told that

mew

Can bo made by examining the large
new atock of

missing one.

the Cottonwood canyons of Utah Territory

A Latge and Fine

Money! Money!!

snow.

of

lumber, 900 bu potatoee.

Holland, March

24.

1878.

fr-lj.

splendid stock of Cigars

otter liquors always on

and

hand.

10-tf

BANKING.

mo mis puns
BANKER,

HOLLAND,

- .

MICHIGAN.

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collectionsmade on all point# in
the United States and Eorope, Particular attention paid to the collections of Banks and Banker*.
Rfmittancea made on tbedav of payment. AH
boainesi Intrustedto me shall bare prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deeoslts. subject

check at tight. Foreign exchange bought tod
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Enrope
to

9-ly

sold at

my

office.

JACOB TAN PUTTEN.

“THEM YANKEE BLANKETS."
Where

Suffering

and Brotherly K

tack and eat the latter on rare occasions.

An English frigate’s crew on the edge of
the Bahama bank killed sixty of these
monsters in one day’s sport a few days
ago, so numerons are they in tbbsa
waters. This might have been a meai*
taken by the British Governments
revenge itself, as on some savag\
tribe, regardless of diplomatic remon-

indues*

Brought Hearts Togetherin Lore*
Ym, John, I wm down thar at Memphis
A- work! n' around at the boats.
A-heaTin’ o' cotton with emph’sis,
An’ a-loadin’her onto the floats.
1 was coming away from Ole
Whar I went, you kuow, artsr the wah—
’Bout it now DU make no rcflsxoa,
But wait tm I git teMong taw.

Texas,

WeU, while I was dotrn thar the fever,
As yaUar an' pizen as sin,
Broke out; an’, ef you’U beleeeve her,
Wharerer she hit she struck in

this is explained from the simple fact
that there are always upseen currents
moving, and one ship will he more or
strances and the t courtesy of nations, less affected than another by them, acfor the liberty taken by the sharks with cording to its, draught pr weight. It is
the crew of an English ship-of-warsome at such a time that objects float by
years earlier.
which one would never have suspected
exist in the sea — not only nantui and
The Magpie schooner was cruising ,5)
lovely Portuguese jnen-of-war, and jellyCuba for pirates when she was strn
fish, fringed with long crimson-andby an “ ox-eye” squall— a wind co
purple hair, but alg® of a fairy-like
without other warning than a
grace that almost exceeds belief, and
round cloud iu a dear sky, rushing
serpents six to eight feet long, transparthe rapidity of a cannon-ball. She
ent as if made of ‘elastic glass, of a delover in an instant, ana, to make a 1
story short, the whole crew but twlo icately-modulated pearly gray, striped
were devoured by a school of sharks and spotted, with gem-like points of
wliich were lying in wait. Gliding in green, scarlet and blue. It is like a revamong the horror-stricken crowd of elation of an unseen world; andsoit is,
seamen, they played with them for a for the sea, much as it has been explored, is yet, like the human brain, full
while as a cat does with her prey. B
of wonders and mysteries yet unrethe first taste of blood was like alco
vealed, hidden far, far down where no
to a drunkard, and in a few monrfi
human
eye has yet penetrated.From
only two of the crew survived in a
time to time a fresh discovery is made,
which had floated off from the v
as she went down. After they had been as in the case of the fish brought up by
in -the boat several days, parched, the Challenger exploring expedition off
starved, and roasted by the tropic sun, the coast of Portugal— a fish at the bota brig hove in sight, slowly passing two tom of the sea, and kept together by the
miles away with a very light morning pressure of the water; when brought to
air just fillingthe sails. As she did not the surface, it exploded to atoms.
One of the finest effects at sea is
seem to see the boat, one of the men
jumped into the water and swam off to mirage, which is confined to no part of
was followed by .two sharks, the ocean, although the conditionswhich

,•

I

1

, ,

didn't take long in the hatchin’,
It jes’ tally bred in the air,
Till a hosspitelcamp warn't a patchin’,
An’ we’d plenty o’ corpses to spare.
It

volunteer’d then frith the Howards—
I thought that my duty was clear—
An’ I din’t look back’ards, but for'ards,
An’ went ter my work 'ithout fear.
One day, howsomever, she got me
As quick as the shot of a
An’ they toted me off ter allot me
A bunk UU my life-race was run.
I

gun,

-

The doctors and nurses they wrestled,
But it didn'tdo me any good ;
An’ the drugger he poundid and pestl'd,
But he didn't git up the right food.

No blankits ner ice in the city !’*—
I heed Mm say that from bed—
Afl’ Jk>!*e rfledt “Oh, God ?• who’ll take pity
P^tUe oyin’ that boon'll be flead,! , \ ,
“

Next day, howsomever, the doctor
come in with a smile on his brow ;
“ Old boy, jest as yit we hain’t knocked her,"
Said he, “ but well do fer her now !"
Fer, ter aee. John, them folks ter the nor’ward
tied bear'd n« afar* ws called twice.
An' they'd sent us a full cargo fo sward
Of them much-ueeded blankits an' ice !

WeU, brother, I've been mighty solid
AginMfanfcwsffetf know, since tie
An’ agin' reconstnfrktta’was solid.
Not kearin’f6r kongress ner law;
But, John, I got onder thet kiver.
That God-blessed gift o’ the Yanks.
An’ it saved me from fordin'’• the river,"
An' I'm prayin’ ’em oceans o’ thanks !

her.

which kept him company the whole of produce it do not always seem thorthat long, awful swim. But he scared oughly explained by saying that it is
them off by flapping his jacket— the due to refraction. To see the shore
shark is a great coward. Just as ha was raised above the water, and hovering

old boy, tharef er streak in us
Old rebels an’ Yanks that is warm—
It’s er brotherly love thet'll speak in us,
An’ fetch ns together in storm ;
atxmt to give up the race in despair, the
We may snarl about niggers an* francheese,"
at the wheel looked over the rail
But, wheneverthar’ssufferin’ afoot—
Am t*\> trees'll units in tb*T>ranchea ^ *
and* saw
A boat was lowe
7rQ» saflie as ht ydo. at the root
Sam W. Small (“ Old Si"), in Atlanta Constitution. he and his shipmate were saved,
I tell yer,

t

!

man

him:

n

ing one sees at sea so sends an invb

him as to see
dorsal fin of a shatkd

tary shudder through

“THE BUITITUDISOIS SEAS.”

edge of the

on thffaasace
of the water. You know at once Ithat
mischief is lurking there.
Another terror of the deep islthe
many-amed prodigy caUed octoVis,
devil-fish,cuttle-fish,sepia, or squid, B^t
the last name is generallyapplied to the
smaller species, common in the Mediterranean, where it is dried and eaten.
In the China seas sepia for painting is
extractedfrom it; but the larger kind,
called by old writers the kraken, has
only recently come into prominence as
a credible reality. Hakluyt’s “Voyages” contain tlinllingillustrations of
the kraken reaching up its long arms
into the rigging of ships, pulling them
over, or quietly helping itself to the terror-stricken crew ; but these have been
considered fabulous representations, and
Victor . Hugo’s descriptionof the wondeYfitl devil-fish in “The Toilers
of the Sea
has been accepted chiefly as an example of the
exhaustless fecundity of that writer’s
imagination rather than an actual creature. But within three or four years too
many specimens of the cuttle-fish have
been encountered,with a spread of
thirty to sixty feet to the arms, to
this creature any longer the subject
ing like an upright spar

[From Appletons* Journalfor October.]s

How

seen tricksy sprites of the sea. Perchance there is another ship floating in
company miles away, and gradually, by
an agenoy that seems supernatural,she
draws gradually nearer, although there
is never a breath of air stirring. But

lew there are who realise that
the ocean is aught else than a raging
mass of Lfcelteriug waves lashed by
storms, to be regarded only with dread,
and avoided with aversion ! How many
gain from it but one or two one-sided
impressions!To one the sea is always
blue; somehow that idea early fixed itself in his mind, and he has never cared
to observe further, and revise a first
partial impression.To another it always looks green. Nothing more fairly
indicates the exceedingly limited habits
of observation of the average mind in
matters out of its beat than the excessivelv meager notions which many
have of the sea, even after repeated
familiarity with it, as in the case of those
who cannot plead the excuse of seasickness for their ignorance. How few
there are who fully appreciate the matchless snggestivenessof that Homeric passage— “ The innumerable smiles of the
many-voiced sea!” That line only
touches on the countless aspects of
ocean, and yet it is the finest definition
of the sea in the whole range of litera-

”

WHAT THE

one can easily read the
time on his watch on the darkest nights,
while the rudder is bathed in masses of
prismatic flame, as the sparks meet and
dash together in the ship’s wake. In
the North Atlantic, when the wave-crests
flash like torches and emit an electric
vapor that kindles the vast expanse of
ocean with mysterions light, heavy
weather may be expected within twentyfour hours. It is very remarkable how
many of the glories and attractive effects
of the sea are like barometric forecasts
of the weather. The different tints of
green in the sky at sunset, for example,
indicateunerringly calms or storms, according to the tint.
The Gulf stream is noted for ite electrical phenomena. These are always
far more common as a rale at sea than
on land, and nothing can be more appalling than the periodical electrical
storms of the tropics, especially in the
For Two DoIIam we will send THE CHICAGO
Indian ocean with the change of the LEDGER Eighteen MonOu to any address,
monsoons, or equinoctialhurricanes of
Postpaid. This is a nre opportunity to obtain
those latitudes. But for a oohtinnons,
chronic^ inexhaustible supply of fire- a valuable Family Paper for a long subscripworks, the Gulf stream has no rival It tion period at a price which is quite nominal
brings them forth on the slightest occasion, and it is doubtful if ever a ship
crossed the fieyce-temperedcurrent
without seeing lightning. This is easily accounted for the prevailingwinds
of the North Atlantic are southwest and
northwest, except certain local winds
near the English channel,and the northeast trades blowing from Cape Finisterre to the Cape de Verds. When the
ForTwo Dollars we will send THE CHICAGO
southwest wind has been blowing a while LEDGER one year, Postpaid,and an elegant
it has a strong inclination to shift into
sefcofCoaiLom Jkwxlbt, consisting of Breastthe northwest, and the longer it blows
the more it w’onte to get around, and Pin, Ear-Rings,and Cnff-Pina.These are
the more sudden and \iolent is the new and nrj handsome, and are an excellent
brilliant that
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mysteriously in the air, reflected in an- change when it comes. Now, the meetimitation of genuine corals. Parties receiving
other sea of its own, is a sight that the ing of the warm current of southwest
most threadbarefamiliarity can never air with the cooler air from (he north- them will not be disappointed.
make less wonderful. The Mediterra- west results in a dischargeof electricity;
nean abounds in the effects of mirage and, although sometimes lightning is
it is an every-day sight to see the Siejra seen in the southwest for many hours
Nevada mountainson the coast of Spain before the wind changes, yet, when it
suspended several degrees above the does shift, it always does so with a treblue waters of the sea. But mirage is mendous rain and vivid lightning, often
also common on our coast, and especially attended by what are called covpos
in Long Island sound in moist, foggy scintos, or Bt. Elmo’s candles, electric
weather. The most singular form of lights which without any warning are
For Two Dollars we will send THE CHICAGO
this phenomenon is when ships are seen seen suddenly perched on the end of
LEDGER
Six Montub, Postpaid,and an elefloating in the air. A remarkablein- every spar, producing a most mysterious
stance of this is related of a ship that, dur- and beautiful effect. They do not al- gant Nickxl-Plited,English Steel Barbel
ing the colonial days, was expected from ways come in heavy weather, although and Cylinder,Seven-Shot Revolver. This
England. On a Sunday afternoon,after generally seen ab such a time, and many
Revolver is first-classin every particular, and
a violent storm, she was seen floating in seamen consider it a bad omen to have
cannot
be bought at retail for less than $5.00.
the air, every spar represented so cleanV one shine on a man’s face when he is
that there was no question of the iden- aloft; but this superstitionis wearing It will be sent by mail, postage paid, and wartity of the vessel thus painted in thp away. Another electric phenomenon at ranted perfect.
clouds ; but that was the last that wai^ sea is a round ball the size of a full
ever seen of ^ the ill-fated
moon, but brighter and redder, passing
One of the surest indications of a slowly from one cloud to another, somestorm is what sailors call Cape Flyaway
times succeMed by a terrificexplosion
that is, a cloud or clouds which look so of thundery^ One is surprisedthat ships
like land as to deceive “ the very elect” are not oftener sunk. by lightning, but,
themselves. More or less common in although the bolts sometimes fall in
all parts of the sea, we again find that quick succession directly around the
this phenomenon is especially common vessel, they are generally attracted by
in the Azores; and this has probably the water.
For Two Dollars we will send THE CHICAGO
been one reason why the old navigators, The icebergs which come down from LEDGER one year, Postpaid, and a copy of 4
who cruised about these waters in olden the North pole and lie in wait for ves“The Farmer’s Friend and Calculator, ” tfie *
times, were continually discovering sels crossing their path also find their
most
useful book ever written for farmers.
land, from which they were blown away grave in the Gulf stream* Northward
by a storm, and were afterward unable and eastward runs this fierce current,
to find it again, for the very good reason yet below it is a stealthy polar current
that “ he needs must have optics keen gliding ever southward, 'and the mighty
who sees what is not to be seen.”
berg, whose bottom reaches many fathoms
down, is seized by the lower curAnother forerunner of a storm is the
water-spout, wliich is one of the most rent and borne against the Gulf stream,
impressive and awe-inspiring sights at until the heat of the upper current
sea. The explanation of its being is melte and disintegrates it, and allows it
simple enough. A whirlwind or gyrat- no longer to be a menace to the mariFor Two Dollars we will send THE CHICAGO
ing current of air seizes the water as on ner — a siren indeed, the very embodiLEDGER
one year, Postpaid,and five beautiland it snatfches up sand and dust, and ment of poetry and splendor, but treachful
Chromos—
siie from 14x20 to 20x27 Onr
whirls it uplo the clouds, which thus erous and remorseless as a fiend. Sevreceive soml of the moisture of which eral times have I seen icebergs at sea, stock of Chromos is limited, and those wishing
they are c(|niposed. I saw a curious generally looming suddenly,startling to take advantage of the above offer should
illustration of this once when sailing in and ghost-like, out of* a dank fog, but
remit at onoe.
a boat near the shore, the wind being once robed in imperial magnificence.
nor’-northwest,and the weather being It was the 4th of July, and the sky was
very dry. I observed a thread-likecol- without a cloud, but the air was cold
umn of dust on the land skurrying to- and keen as winter, and we knew what
ward the water — it was a small whirl- it meant. As the sun arose the horizon
wind ; no sooner did it touch the water was studded with glitteringpoints like
that the column turned as if by magic the serried spears of a great host; here
into water, coming with great rapidity and there a loftier moss flashed back the
toward the boat. I at once luffed and rays of the sun from some berg towerlet go the sheet, and the water-spout ing above the field-ice. There was
For Two Dollars we will send THE CHICAGO
passed within two or three yards off, and nothing to be done but to keep on our
LEDGER one year, Postpaid, and a copy of
was perhaps three to four inches in di- course, for wo were nearly surrounded
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by
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;
but
we
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wind,
ameter. But a real, live water-spout,
a
good
top-gallant
breeze,
and
felt
our
that means mischief, is a sublime object,
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About Madeira the sea when over ten
flthdms islike molton turquois,lovely legitimate laughter, especially os it '
beyond description, not only in the sea- been found to have a spider-like wa
caves, as in the famous Blue Grotto of creeping on its victim and dra
Capri, but outside. The fish swimming down to its den at the bottom 6
in it seem to be of transparent blue, sea, as in the case of the poor In
and the keel of a ship, seen with perfect girl recently caught in the deadly emdistinctness, is like a solid mass of trans- brace of an octopus near Vancouver’s
island.
lucent cobalt
I doubt not similar certainty will be
The colqr of the water in the tropics
seems to be shared also by the fisli of reached regardingthe vexed question
those regions. The blue-fish, quite about sea-serpents. There is toothing
different from the fish of that name on more absurd than the incredulous levity
the New England coast, looks as if of the popular mind concerning this
carved out of ultramarine touched with mysterious serpent. What is there more
burned sienna in parts, and the mouth impossible about a large water-snake
fringed with carnation-tinted coral. The than a large fish? There are small
parrotrfish is of a scarlet as vivid as that fishes and large fishes, small waterof the birds in the forests of the neigh- snakes, and why not large ones? What
boring shores ; the mullet is brilliant is an eel but a sea-serpent ? and are there
brown and gold. In northern waters, not water-snakesin every brook? Peron the contrary, we have the cod clad
haps the large
„ _______
sea-serpent
^ _________
is a comparx.„.
quaker-gray, and the haddock, which | lively new creation,evolved on the
still bears on its head the mark of St. Darwinian theory ; perhaps, like the
Peter’s holy thumb when he squeezed a ' whale, it changes its habitat, and lias
piece of silver out of its nfouth, wears but recentlybecome common in northa livery the color of the roaring surges ern waters ; or, as has been suggested, perwbicl^ ov^jwhelni ew fishermen on the haps it is a deep-sea creaturefrightened to be regarded with just apprehension way without much difficulty through
cal recipes and hints on Cookery, The House'Georges and the Qrand Banks.
to the surface by some great submarine by all sailors, for they are sometimes the broad channels. What lovely pale
The Red sea is So called for a certain convulsion.The witnesses to this mon- sufficiently large and violent to founder greens and blues were revealed in the hold, The Toilet, The Biok-Room, da This
tawny tinge of its waters as well as for ster have been so many and of so good a ship. A cannon-ball brought to bear cavenis of the immense, cathedral-like book containsan unlimited amount of informathe red coral on its coast, but - why the a characterfor credibility that the laugh on one will, however, sometimes cause icebergs into which the waves broke tion which cannot be found in many of the
..Black sea should have that epithet’it is should really be against those who do it to break. When there are several in a with a far-off, eerie boom, and how exhigher-pricedpublications.
difficult to say, unless on account of the not believe in the existenceof the sea- row, as I have repeatedly seen them in quisite was the roseate blush which the
serpent.
• scowling, thunderous appearance it prethe Black sea, where they are especially icy pinnacles assumed when kissed by
- sente in winter, when it is swept by disThere is a kind of sea-snake seen common, they look like a colonnade of the setting sun ! The full moon arose
-astrous storms. The sea on the south- sometimes which is not revealed to majestic pillars supporting the sky. I soon after and shone on the silvery basem coast of England is a peculiar light those who voyage in steamers ; many are never shall forget a magnificent water- tions and towers of an iceberg scarcely
tgr^y-green caused by the chalk-cliffs the ocean-phenomenawhich they lose, spout that nearly overwhelmed us one half a mile from us, which was not less
wriiich nre being constantly eroded and seen only by those who go in sailing- gloomy twilight in the Gulf stream. It than 400 feet above the sea and nearly
washed away by the ocean-billows. A ships, for the steamer frightensaway was blowing very fresh about dusk, when four times the height of onr masts.
very striking instance of water colored many sea wonders. There are days in the Captain came out to take another Next morning the polar fleet had disapin this way is seen in Northumberland raid-ocean—and one need not go to the look before supper. The man at the peared in the southern board, and, on
For Two Dollars we will send THE CHICAGO
*trait, Gulf of St. Lawrence,especially doldrums or horse-latitudesto find wheel was looking into the binnacle, the whole, we were not sorry to part
LEDGER one year, Postpaid,and a beautifulafter a storm. The soft, reddish shores them— when day after day, week after and no one else had seen a huge water- company with it.
ly-bound volume of Dickens’ Little Folks, enof Prince Edward’s island are eaten week, the breezes are asleep, and the spout, which the Captain perceived as
Timely
Hint.
titled “Bmool” The retail price of this book
away and absorbed by the sea, wliich spirits of the storm have gone below to soon as he put his head above the comIt is cheaper to pay a good plumber at any bookstore is $1.00.
thus assumes a rich coffee-color, very sport with the nereids, and Neptune and panionway. It was advancing with
vivid, and, when glistening in the sun, Amphitrite holding festal times in the great velocity directly on a line with the than a good doctor. Typhoid feve
and tinged here and there with reflec- sea-greencaves of ocean, it seems as if ship and was alarmingly near. The scarlatina, and diphtheria lurk aroun
tions of the blue overhead, extraordinarily there was nothing left but sea and sky, Captain sprang to the wheel, and, push- every bad drain and deficient valve
irich in tone, and strongly resembling and, insphered between them, one soli- ing the helmsman aside, put the helm sink and closet. Do not wait for dispolished syenite. It is well known that tary ship gazing at its own shadow, and down and kept away several points, and ease and death to invade the household,
the Amazon dyes the sea for hundred of held motionless,os if paralyzedthere the water-spout passed just astern; because of your negligence in obeying
miles beyond the land with the ochre- forever on an enchanted sea, while the another minute of delay and the brave the plainest laws of health. Cool nights
tinted silt it wadies down from the pam- sun rises and sets in a cloudless sky, little bark would have carried her crew will soon necessitate the closing of nice,
open windows; if pestilence comes in
pas and the far-^ff mountains of Pera.
reflected on the oily surface of the sea to Davy Jones.
For Two Dollars we will send THE CHICAGO^
The warmth of the water in tropical as on a mirror of burnished gold. At
The Gulf stream, whether off Hatteras from defectivepipe and decaying vegetation in the basement, do not lay it to LEDGER one year, Postpaid,and an elegant
latitudes seems to have the same effect night the moon, yellow and full, rises in
or in the Roaring Forties, is probably
on the monsters of the deep that the the west, like kn image of the sun, but the most capricious, treacherous, and providence, but shoulder it on your own
Bix-BladedPocxrr Knife, the retail price of
climate has on the temperamentof man. throws no reflection from the horizon on phenomenal part of the Atlantic,the carelessness and reckless disregard of
The barracuda is savage and aggressive the water, so absolutely smooth and most trying to encounter, excepting the fixed laws of the earth. Poisoned which is $1.2S.
as a tiger, and the cruel voracity of the glassy is the sea. Only, as one looks possibly some of the regions in the air kills.
fdTEaoh of the above-namedarticleswill be
Xing of the Cannibal islands is quite over the side of the ship in that appalling vicinity of dangerous coasts. Nowhere
In the year 873 Europe underwent a
eclipsed by the horrible, treacherous, and seemingly-eternal silence of the il- else are the phosphorescenteffects of
sent, Postpaid, together with the paper as
visitationof grasshoppers far worse
stealthy nature of that sea-pirate, the limitable ocean, he sees three or four the sea so distinct and beautiful, so full
than experienced in the States. They above stated,to any address, on receipt of $2.00
man-eating shark. It is stated, and round balls of silver eerily quiveringby of the colors red, blue and green. It is are referred to in Spanish and German
and wo warrant them all as represented.
from what I have heard I am inclined to the ship, when the moon is at its zenith, not infrequent,especially near the Flor- archives, and are described as having
Address
think it is true, that the shark prefers which look as if they were magic balls ida banks, to see the phosphorus rushhidden the sun and devoured crops on
<white men to negroes, and will only at- tossed up from the depths below by un- ing past the ship in a band of light so
100 acres in one hour.
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HOW EDGAR
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The Remarkable Story of a Bohemian Vet- lagers have sent a deputation to us imeran— The Poet Poisoned With Laudanum. ploring us to represent their condition
to the Government. The village is but
[From the San Francisco Chronicle.]
“ Yon say that Edgar Allen Poe did eight miles from Calcutta, upon the
not die ‘from the effects of deliberate river, and, if the statement about the
dissipation?” asked a Chronicle re- “baboons” is true, we should turn out a
porter.
company of the volunteersupon them.
“ That is just what I mean ; and I say The strength and daring of the animals
further that he died from the effects of are declared to terrify the people, the
deliberate murder.”
brutes selecting girls and women as the
This was a strange assertion — strange especial objects of their attacks.
in being a flat contradictionof a fact,
Tramways.
or otherwise a theory, recorded in detail
in the history of American literature.
As early as the year 1676 rails of oak
The author of the assertion was a well- or other hard wood are shown by Mr.
known member of this city's advanced Clark to have been in use in the coland inveterate Bohemia; a gentleman liery districts of England. Not long
who has long since retired from the act- after this time it became a common
ive pursuits of his profession, and practice to nail down bars of wroughtspends his days in dreamy meditation- iron on the top of the timber sleepers.
frequenting one of the popular resorts It was found that, whereas a horse upon
of the craft, but mingling little in the the common road could draw 8 bolls, or
idle babble of the throng. When drawn 1,700 pounds of coal, his power of
into conversation,it is generallyto cor- draught upon the tramway amounted to
rect some error from his inexhaustible 19 bolls, or 4,200 pounds. The wroughtmine of reminiscence,and on such oc- iron bars, not being rigid enough to
casions his words are few and precise.
prevent bending or breaking at the ends
“Then you know something of the under the weight of the trucks, the use
poet and his history, doctor?”
of cast-iron was introduced by the Coal“ With a few others, I was one of his brook Dale Iron Company in 1767. The
intimate associates for years. Much rails were cast in lengths of five feet,
that has been written of him and re- four inches wide and one and one-fourth
garding his death is false. Poe was not inch thick, with three holes whereby
what is called a periodical drunkard,
ey were nailed down to the longiholding himself to spells of total sobri- ttidinal wooden sleepers, the wholp beety, giving way to -violentbouts of in- ing kept true to gauge by cross-sleepers
temperance; but he was
steady of wood of about the length of the ordrinker,and, when liis means permitted, dinary carriage or wagon axle. Here
he would drink to excess. His habitual was the germ of the developmentof the
resort in Baltimore was the Widow modern locomotive system. On the inMeagher’s place. ‘This was an oyster troductionof steam it became needful
stand and liquor bar on the city front, that the traffic should be kept apart
corresponding, in some respects, with from that of the common roads, and
the coffee shops in San Francisco. It that the new tracks should be subject to
was frequentedmuch by the printers gradients and curves suited to the locoand men engaged in the shipping of- motive. The main lines of communicafices, and ranked as a respectable place, tion were thus rapidly occupied by a
where parties could read the paper, en- net-work of railways. A reaction, howrjoy a game of cards, or engage in social ever, set in on its being found that railconversation. Poe was a great favorite ways, besides their vast expense, were
with the old woman. You would always lacking in adaptability to the subordinate
see him sitting just behind the oyster lines of traffic which follow'ed roads and
stand, and about ns quiet and sociable streets. The convenient and unpreas an oyster himself. He went by the tentious tramway began to be again
name of the Bard, and, when parties thought of, worked as of old by horsecame into the shop, it was ‘ Badfi, come power upon common roads. It was in
up and take a nip,' or ‘ Bard, take a hand the United States that the modern
in this game.’ He was a sort of pen- tram-road was earliest employed, the
sioner on his acquaintances, as far as first section of the New York and Hardrinks were concerned. Whenever the lem line being laid down in 1852 to a
old woman met with any incident or gauge of four feet eight and a half
idea that tickled her fancy she would inches. It proved, however, unpopuask Bard to versify it. Poe always lar, and was soon taken up. Twenty
complied, writing many a witty couplet, years later M. Loubat, a French enand, at times, poems of considerable gineer, obtained leave to lay down a
length. Much of his poetical work, hno of street tramways in New York,
quite as meritorious as some by which which rapidly expanded and became
his name was immortalized, wras thus the distinguishing feature of traffic in
frittered into obscurity. It was in this most American cities and towns, in

Excavationsat Pompeii prove the city to have
been one of the most fashionableand beautiful
of Roman snmmer resorts, and but for the
eruption it might have remained so to this day.
As with Pompeii, so with thousands of people
who have beauty of form and feature. They
might always be admired but for the eruption,
that makes the face unsightly, and betraysthe
presence of scrofula, virulent blood poisonsor
generaldebility. There is but one remedy that
positively cures those affections,and that remedy is Dr. Pierce’sGolden Medical Discovery.
It is the best known tonic, alterative and resolvent It speedily cures pimples, blotches,
liver spots, and all diseases arisingfrom impoverishedor impure blood. It also cures dyspepsia, and regulatesthe liver and bowels.
Id by druggists.
Sold
‘

shop that Poe’s attention was which the

called to an advertisement in a Philadelphia paper of a prize for a meritorious story, and it was here that he composed his famous ‘Gold Bug,’ which
took the prize. I heard him read it before he sent it to Philadelphia, and,
when it was announced that this story
was successful, the Widow' Meagher
gave him the money to go on and obtain the prize.”
“ But how about his death?”
“ Poe had been shifting between Baltimore, Philadelphia,and New York for
several years. He had been away from

are laid out in a way
mode of locomotion than are the narrow and winding
streets of our older country, while the
number of other vehicles is comparatively far less. — Saturday Review.
streets

better adapted to this
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A Georgia farmer bought a

grand

piano for his daughter. His house is
small, and, to economize room, the lower part of the partition between the
kitchen and the parlor was cut out, and

Cheapest Toy Lantern

^

60

V
Catalogue
I

to

Beat Btereoptioon

w O.

L vv

FrbkI Outsits Wanted
Needham THXO. J. HARBACH,

the loug end of the piano stuck through. Great
Priscilla now sits atthekey-board, sing- Musical Marvel. \ 809
ing, 44 Who will care for mother now?”
and the mother rolls out doughnuts on
the other end of the piano in the
Carving
kitchen.

1

f

Scroll

Wilhoft’s Tonic

is not

-ft

panacea— is

not a cure for everything, but is a catholicon
for malarious diseases, and day by day adds
fresh laurels to its crown of glorioussuccess.
EngorgedLivers and Spleens,along the shady
banks of our lakes and rivers, are restored to
cheir healthy and normal secretions. Health
and vigor follow Us use, and Ohills have taken
their departure from every household where
Wilhoft’s Anti- Periodic is kept and taken.
Don’t fail to try it Whkxlock, Finlay A Co.,
Proprietors,New Orleans.
Fon HALE BV ALL DUUGOISTH.

Philada.,Pa.

Saws!

Woods,

<

fr"8EM> roa Catalogue.

Unrivalled in Appearance.

JOHN WILKINSON,

7? Mtnte Street. Chiewto.

MONEY

STREAMS OF
1

Are riling f6r the Agents for
Roee’sNwue-Wrltln-tand Darning Attachment tor BewinR Machines. The meet useful of domestic Inventions.Needed by
every lady. A specialattachment for each kind of machine
in ordering, name the machine.
Price (I. Bend for samples
and price-listto
If. Al.

ROKK

GRACE’S SALVE.

“preciouspot of ointment,”curing Burns, Cute,

Hands,
etc. Prudent housewives will save their husbands’ hard-earned money by purchasing a box

Unsurpassed in Construction.
Unprecedented in Durability.
Unexcelled in

JomcgVILLE, Mich.,Dec. 97, 1877.-V«»r». Twin : I
60 cts. for two boxee of Grace's Salve. I have
and have used them on an ulcer on ray foot, and
It is almost well Respectfullyyoura, C. J. V,ak Ness.

—

sent you
had two

Economy of Fuel

BROAD CLAIM

DnfllspnttlIn He

ol

beiai me

VERY BEST OPERATING,

Vork.

Mnn Building. N

bills are too long for tho

Scalds, Sprains, Chilblains,Chapped

Unparalleled In Simplicity.

;

The Poor Man’s Friend.— Doctor’s
poor man’s pocket,
but many of them may be avoided by keeping
Grace's Halve in tho cupboard. It is the

Filbert Si.,

Toole, Designs,
1 Turning
Lathes, Mechanics* Tools,
Engravers* Tools.

Fancy

QUICKEST SELLING,

«mnm
HANDSOMEST AND

Ever offered to

tlie

public.

MADE ONLY BY

of this Salve.

Experience has conclusively shown

pciejSKi

tlmt for cutanoouH eruptions, open Bores, leprous exfoliations and rheumatic complain
Henby’b Carbolic Salve is more efficacious
oPuQI
than any ointment,lotion or embrocation that
has ever been devised. Physicians admit this,
and the popular verdict confirms and ratifies
i
the professional dictum, and assignsthis salve
the foremost place among remedies of its class

SjnDAY-SCH-' jLi-'HOME EXHiLITiCfl v

-v

v .

Sold by

Elephants in a Quicksand.

On

a day to Agenta to aell a HooaeboldArt tala,
Addrees Buckeye M’Pf to.. Marion. Ohio,

coorhs ••'d anlrti

The Heart is a delicate organ and
must be kept in perfect health that the blood
AddreM. for form* and IllustratedCircular,
may circolatioproperlyand promote the growth where,
NKLSON A PHILLIPS. NOA Broadway, N. V.
of every organ of the body; therefore,if you
Wholesale and Retail. Wl*a and Hair
have any symptoms of Heart Disease, do not
Jewelryto order. MnlUformeand Ware*
delay, but procure a suitable remedy, such as
wo offer you in Dr. Graves’ HEART REGUA CO.. 1 ISO State Street, Chicago.
LATOR, and arrest tho disease—delay is always
dangerous.
Among the many forms of Heart Disease are
Palpitation, Enlargement. Spasms of the Heart,
Stoppage of the Action of tho Heart, Trembling
all over and about tho Heart, Ossification or
Bony Formationof the Heart, Rheumatism,
General Debility and Sinking of the Spirits.
Send your name to F. E. Ihoalls, Ooncord, N.
Waterproof Ooreri, Btene, Window Shadea.
H., for a pamphlet containing a list of testimo- JICHUA V & BA. KR, 1 00 Month iVfwpInt

a

little

Baowat Bbowohial Tbochbs.for

Pompeil.

from budmashes that the miserable vil-

POE DIED.

(says an English

all

druggists.

CHEW
The Celebrated
“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York, Boston and Chicago.

many quicksands, and, during our expedition, a
somewhat disastrous scene happened.
For upward of 30 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
An elephant incautiouslycame within SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
the vortex of one ; first one foot sank, with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
then another; and, in endeavoringto of tho stomach, reheves wind colic, regulates
tho bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
Baltimore about three months, and extricate himself, matters became worse
arising from teething or other onuses.
turned up one evening at the widow’s. no portion of either of his legs were at whether
An old and wefl-tried remedy. 25 cts. a bottle.
I was there when he came in. Bard last risible, and the bystandershad
had been making a little raise North, given up the poor animal as lost. Being,
Rheumatismis the most painful and
and it was drinks all around, with re- fortunately, unusually powerful, he, most troublesome disease that afflicts humanity.
peat, until the crowd were down jolly. three times, with what appeared to all It comes when we least expect it and when wo
have no time to be interviewedby it The only
It was the night before an election, and supernatural strength,drew a foot from reliable remedy that we ever found is Johnson s
the party started up town. There were the closely-clinging earth, placed it Anodyne Liniment.
four of us, and we had not gone over a where, by sounding with his trunk, he
Nearly all diseases that afflict hudozen squares before we w’ere nabbed found the most solidity; not until the
originate in the stomach, liver or bowels,
by policemen, who were looking up third time did the ground bear his press- manity
and might be prevented if people would use a
voters to 4 coop.’ It was the practice in ure, when he gradually released him- little common sense ; but they will not They
those days to seize people, whether self. During the whole period of his rather take Parsons' ftirgativePills, because
drunk or sober, lock them uu until the troubles liis cries were exceedingly one is a dos^
polls were opened, and then march dolorous, and might have been heard a
A CABLE dispatch to the Associated
them to every precinct in control of the couple of miles'; his grunt, when they Press says that Mason A Hamlin have been
party having the 4 coop.’ This coop was were at an etod, wfcs equally indicative awarded the highest gold medal at the Paris
in the rear of an engine-houseon Cal- of satisfaction. The internai applica- Ex]>oeition for their Cabinet Organs. Thirty
best makers of the world were competitors.
vert street. It was part of the game to tion of a bottle of strong spirits soon
stupefy the prisoners with drugged dissipated his trembling and restored To CLBANBK and whiten the tooth, to sweeten
the breath, use Brown’s Camphorated Haponaliquor* The next day we were voted at his equanimity.
oe. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
coonsi Dentifrice.
thirty differentplaces and over and
Many unfortunate elephants are lost
over, it being as much as a man’s life in these treacherous sands, when large Pocket Gatling Gun, |5, Arms Oo.,LawreneolMa.
was worth to rebel. Poe was so badly quantities of grass or branches of trees
dmgged that he was carried on two or are not at hand to form an available IMPORTANT NOTICE.— Fanner*. F«n1.
three rounds and then the gang said support for them. After a certain time llw and Other* can pnrcbaaa no remedy aqual to Dr.
that it was no use trying to vote a dead the poor beast becomes powerless, and TOBIAS' VENETIAN LINIMENT, Itr tha cure of
man any longer, so they shoved him the owner can only look with sorrow at Cholera,Diarrhoea,Dywnteqr,Group, Colic and 8**into a cab and sent him to the hospital the gradual disappearance of his noble
to get him out of the way.”
animal, and lament the pecuniaryloss
44 Well, he died from (lismpation.”
he thereby suffers,iot all hnmgfl hid is
44 Nothing of the kind. He died from
futile. They have been known to be
laudanum or some oth$r p9json that twelve hours before entirely sinking.
withoutIt Thootandrof Certificates
ean bo soon at
the Depot, ipeaklnc of 1U wonderful ouratlve propow
was forced on him in the coop. Ho was
UeeTBoW by the DniggtaU atiOctO. Depot, 4 Jf
in a dying condition while he was being . ..A. .Word of Warning to Counterfeiters.
Murray street. New York.
Tho wide-spread fame of Hostetter’s Stomach
voted twenty or thirty times in BaltiBitferp causes a ueoe^it^ pn^ our^art to remore. t The story told by Griswold of
Syrup of
his having; been on a week’s spree and cent of the fact that imitating said article is a Fellows’
being picked up on the streets is all a punishableoffense, and we now give this word
of caattoiV that we will mpet asquedbr have all
lie. I saw him shoVed into the fcab. ipy those persons eongad in refilling PUT secondmilitary journal) there are

'nil
.

e.i.

millisan
'7

x-wvVuW

EX0EL8I0R MANUFACTURING 00.
Nos. 612, 614, 616*6182nU!nSt.t

LOUIS, MO.

ST.

MASON & HAMLIN OABINET GROANS
woirLD^^d:x

I‘()sTt1()N

H1

twelve

kok

via.: At Paws, lt«7i YIEKMA. 1TO; Santiago,UTSs

smiimENm

Philadelphia,187$; Pams, l«NiaadO*A*D Swcdibh
Gold Midal,
Only Ameripan Organa ever awarded highest honors at any such. Bold for pash or inatalL
manta.
Illubtbatxd Catalogues
Cataia>
ta. IixuaTBATXD
new

CMwl

«UO.

m

i

asTd^igstbr^^i

Award*!lijkett
Ujhnt _prim at CentennialBxporitionfoi
jbt* during qualUiteand
tzcxilenctand Ming that
nd txoei
ader cf nteeitning and favoring,
the belt tobaecr
Jtavori,
ever made. At car bine
ne strip
attfj trade-markla eloaeh
Imitat'don Inferior(mode.
imitated
goodn. Ne
n* that Jnckton'e
Jnckmn't Be* ft
on every pin?. Bold by nil dealer*.Bend for aompta,
free, to 0. A.
A Co.. Mfn.. Petersham.Va.

J

turn

limbs

;

_
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Oilmen, Land Cem'r. BaMaa, KaMSB.

I.

NhoulderB
Illuatrated^_r|

eK
fjgjtfpl
B0ST01 TRANSCRIPT,

135 Clark Street. Chicago.

Daily and Weekly, Quarto,

gAPOJjlREfJ

BOSTON,
The

New Kng
31

Is

varied sates and reouiramenteof the home circle.All
the foreign and local news publishedpromptly.

the Old Reliable Ccnasntrttodlyt

t

FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIII8, Dril^ranjcrlpt.^O
Directldnaaccompanyingeach can for making Hank
Soft and Toilet Soap QL'ltlUA.

IT IS

FULL WEIGHT ASD STRENGTH.

The market is flooded with (eo-oalM) Concentrated
Lye, which i» adulteratedwith eal|t and rosin, a>.J uun’l
make $oap.

SAVE

JtflXfT, AND

BUY THE

_

SaponIfTeR
MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt ManuFg

_

PHILADELPHIA.

Co.,

MAKE HENS LAY.
An English VeterinarySurgeon and Cbemftl now traveling in this country eaye that most of the Hone and
Cuttle Powders told here are worthies*trash. Ha toys

teaapoonfulto one pint food.
S#M tvtrguhert,or met b« nail for eight Utter itampi.
L 8. JOHNSON A CO.. Bangor, Maine.

M M

annum

per

In

advance.

one addrees, (7.60 personam In advance.

copies to
(fit

SEND FOR BAVPLE OOFY.
DR. CRAIG'S KIDNEY CURE
the

!

^mwja/tASMr.

Refer by eperial permheton to Rev. Dr. J. B. Rankin,.
Washington, D. C. : Q. T. Heston, M. D.t Newton, Book*.
Go., Pa. ; John L Roper, Keq., Norfolk.Va. ; Dr. J. H..
White, 417 Fourth Av*., New York; Dr. O. A, Dean..
Charlotte, N. V. -, Hon. 0. R. Pareona.present Mayor oh

Wives and Mothers,
ally as the extractingof a painfulL
builds up the nervous system,and la Urn most
powerfuland wholesome tonio known. It also cures all
kinds of Fever.Dyspepsia and Torpidityof the liver.
Bold_by drngiriete.$ i a bottle. Pamphlet
" ' . end 1 ntem pt
It* Effects on the Human Body
Disease, sent
aent free on writing to the _
Pathor
______
Mathew TemperanoeandManufacturing Co.,
. .30
30 Bond Bt
8t, New York.

ache. It

M

1

......

Kitabllahed1888.

MBPT.oiHLA.isrr-e

Compound

.

Keif.”

•Uad,” addma S.
tor deformitiaa,
Blaatte

Gargling

n.

hand bottles, selling by the gallcmM bartel, or
By Re anion with the blood, and Ita effect upon the
in any manner whatsoever palming off on the
Game Birds of the United States,
A Colony of Baboons.
public a spurious article purporting to b#
mtudee, re-eetablUhlng
the one and toningthe other, It
THEIR HABITS AND HAUNTS.
ie capableof effecting the following reeulta:
One of the most curious facts we have preparation, punished to the full extent qf
law. Penalty for counterfeiting, or dealin
ealing in
It will cun Ooueumptlon.
A COMPUTE MANUAL tor the Amateur Sportsman.
heard for a long time (says a Calcutta
os set forth in a
Over 60 lllastnulM*.
By In orearing^ Nenou » ^end^Ma»c ul^Vi^or, it^win
paper) was a complaint ft night ub from
no! ex3 « Ruea not
iprisonment not more than
Augurpara, a little village on the BarBy THOXAM
rackpore rood, about three miles north two years, or both such fine and imprisom»ent.”
Author of “Fish and FisMng," Etc.
We never fall to convict
of Cofwipore. A colony of 200 or 800 Notice to Dealers and Purchasers.—Hos- most alarmingetagee.
OiApra l—f ie (* **d It* wleettm.
baboons took up their Quarters in the tetter’s Bitters *re oner, under any circumirrvlMr the Cion.
village some six or eight months ago, stances, told in bulk, but always in bottles,
•otlBff an the WIdr.
with a finely-engravedU. 8. Internal Revenue
and have made it almost uninhabitable. (special proprietary) Stamp covering the cork
No other preparationft a eubstitutofor thli under any
They are great brutes, we are 'told, four of each Dottle, fastened to both sidesofthe nock elrcunuitancee.
out for the name and addrees—J. L FELLOWS,
feet high, and as savage as wild beasts. Of same. All Bitten purportingto be Hoatot- 6tLook
John. N. H.-jn the yellow wrapper,in water-mark,
which la teen by holdingup the paper beforethe Light.
They attack children, and even full-* ter’s, without this stamp, Iostetteb A Smith.
-.. A 1
Price 8I..1O per BotUo-Uixfor 97.60.
grown women, without fear, and have
ever*' C*rlrw*
Katie
Schaefer,
aged 3| years,
set up a reign of terror over the people,
prSold by all
going in and ont of their houses as they daughter of Martin Schaefer,of Balti-

ALEXANDER.

-

lH

Oil

Liniment

lumon Flesh,
good for
Burnt and Scalds
Is, Sprains and Bruises,
Chilblains,Froct Bites, stringhalt,1Windfalls,
Scratches cr Grease,
saae, Foot Rot in Sheep,
Chapped Hands
Foundered Feet,
is

Flesh Wounda,
External Poisons,

Roup

Sand Crackt.

Epizootic,

Galls of all kinds,

Lame Back,

Sitfast,

Ringbone,

Poll Evil,
Swellings, Tumors,

in Poultry,

Cracked Heels,

Hemorrhoids or Piles,
Toothache,

Rheumatism, t

Garget inn Cows,
Cowa
Spavins, Sweeney,
Cracked Teats,
Fistula, Mange,
Callous, Lameness,
Caked Breasts,
Horn Distemper, Sore Nipples,
Crowntcab, Guittor, Curb, Old Sores,
Foul Ulcers, Farcy, Corns, Whitlows,
Abcess of the Udder, Cramps, Boils,
Swelled
Weakness of the Joints
Contraction of M uaclep.

Legs,
Thrush,

1

ijtecpfc

AaiiM

more, recently met with a remarkable
accident resulting in instantaneous
death. She was playing in her father’s

Brant mod

afraid to shoot' them, as the whole col- house, and, hearing her brothersreturnony would attack them instantly. The ing from Sunday-school, ran out in the
police will not interfere, and the village street to meet them. In crossing the
is not merely ridden to death by these curb she stumbled, fell, and broke her
apes, bat is in such a state of insecurity neck.

'

fL i

JOHN SON TOO.,

Bwu.

lerehaat’a Gargling Oil b the standard
Liniment of the United States. I-arge size,
it; medium, 50c; small, ajc. Small size for
family use, 35c. Manufactured at Lxrkport,
N. Y., by Merchanfa Gargling Oil Company.

A

HEW HEM

(totonm.

|araeer

A Baltimorefloristsends the

Boston

VAN

Journal of Chemistry the following formula

a

liquid

“Put one bushel of the clippings from
horses’ hoofs into

a

barrel, and

it

fill

o

watered with

week. Two

weeks

Come

show goods.

changes trom green to a golaon
yellow, moving from the stem down to
the point of the leaf, which, however,

Warehouse &

—

>-0

Before

—

The Grey Medicine

who

Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

if

V

Shirts— in-

$1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel, Hickory and

with

a

come

the foliage when they

in contact

soil. It

is

in liquid form.
The chips need be renewed or replaced
withdrawn every day. I

filled

a

barrel

last October, using all the water it holds

can make money fasterat work for pa than at
ni{ else. Capital not reqnirrd;we will
anything
mart ju. $12 .per day at nome made by the
«. Men, women, boys and g
girls wanted
industrious.
everywhere to worn for ns. Now is the time.
Costly outfit and terms free. Address Truk A Co.,

everyday;and I shall not fiud it necesrenew the chips before May or
June. When liquid guano is used loo

And

The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
their leaves. This liquid manure will not,
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangeeven if used once or twice a day for a ments with Mr. D. R. Mecngs,at Holland, at whose
store,on River street,alljob work for binding can
short
, .
be loft. I have purchaseda now and complete line
of tools and stock and will fnrnish first-class work

,

lime.”

Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable Remedies.

.

A.

A Good Hone.

.

Muskegon, Sept. 8

W. JO HNS

will

fast

horse.

Good

CONSUMPTION CURED

lungs

cover a multitudeof faults; while, on

the other hand, perfection of shape and
form are useless Aheo the wind is out

The

chest, therefore, in alt cases, should

be large and capacious.

In shape

it

1

may

vary somewhat, according to the service
which the horse

Toy & CO.

Q

Addresawith two 8c
| stamps to pay posUf*

regular

Th» Sett Cow

for

Sm&U Farmi.

The Live Stock Record says: "Our opinion and

alfto that

of the principaldairy

men of the country is, that the Jersey,
cjmmonly called Alderney, is above all
others, the best cow. They are easily
kept, very docile— a point not to be over-

looked—

and

beautiful;

give milk

of

superior richness, from wh.i<^.Is^oduced

finely colored, solid butter |»Ting an

equal texture and flavor. Butter made
from such milk has been known to keep

[and envelop*.

PACT,

Ogde&sbnrg, N,

J

in the City.

CHAMBERS A

Extra Lunches prepared at

CO.

Lonis.

business yon can engage in. $5 to $20
per dav made by any worker ot either
sex. right in their own localities. Particularsand samples worth $5 free. Improve yonr
spare time at this business. Address Stinson' A
Co.. Portland. Maine,
8-lv

I

i

Mortgage Sale.

the first day of Jauuary.A. D. 1888, and recorded
In the offlee of the Register of Deeds for Oitawa
Connty, State of Michigan, on the thirtiethday of
Jatmary,A. D. 1869, at eight o'clock in the afternoon, l u Liber Oof mortgages, on page 228,224 and
245, by which the power to sell in said mortgage
has become operative;which mortgage was duly
asslgied by the said Anson H. Platt to Lonisiana
P. Middleton, now Lonisiana P. Platt (in said assignment called L. P. Middleton)by a deed of assignment, dated the seventeenthdaf of October,
A. D. 187»\ and recorded in the Register's office
aforesaid, ou the seventeenthday of September,
1878, at half p*at four o'clock in the af.ernoon. in
Liber No. B of mortgagee,on page 587; and Mhico
mortgage was duly assigned by the said Louisiana
P. Platt to Robert W. Duncan by her deed of as
sigmneut, dated the fifth day of January,A. D.
1877, and recorded in the Register's office aforea tld, on the seventeenth day of September, 1878,
at half past four o’clock, in the afternoon,in
Liber No. 4, Assignment of Mortgages, cn page
418 ; on which mortgage th-re la claimed to be dne at
the date hereol the sum of three thousandtwo hundred and foar dollars and forty-nine cents, and no
suitor proceeding having been instituted at law to
recover the debt now remainingsecured by said
mortgage.orany part thereof: Notice is therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of said power of sale and
pursuant to statute In auch case made and probe said v mortgage will be foreclosed by a
public vendue of tho mortgaged premises

higher than best ordinary butter. The
more than for

more than make up
few months.”

the difference in price in a

west, containing forty keros, he the name more qr
lea*, according to Government Survey; and also
the north-east q •art nr ot the north-west quarter of
section elgh' in townshipfive north of range fifteen
west, containing'forty acres, according to the re*
turn of aald SurveyorUWerul,
the southhalf of the north-west quarter and east half of the
aoath-westquarterof .section eight In township
five north of range flftee* west, containingone
hundred and sixty* actos, according to the returns
of the Sorveyor General aforesaid; togetherwith

*nd

Btebping 8kkd Potatoes.— M. Malle
val recomends that seed potatoes— whole
tubers or cattlogs— be steeped in
tion of two pounds of quick

same amount of

a

sola

lipte,

the

York,
British America,
Under writters of
Cal.

Roger Williams, R.

I.

We represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Companies, in this City, with a total capital of over

Mioh.

Howard & McBride.
28-tf

29-8th.

MEAT MARKET mmh
—

sow

lost,

m

mm

Just published,anew edition of
SS. CULmWXLL’S CILIBBATESISBAY on the radicalcurt (without medicine)of Spermatorrhaa or Seminal
Weaknees,Involuntary Seminal tosses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.Ac- ,

The undersigned announces to the Public that
WT* Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have flnlshedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
Tho celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
now ready to supply their customer*with all kinds clearlydemonstrates,from a thirty years' successof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto self-abuse may be radicallycured withoutthe danall those who wish to favor them with part of their gerous use of internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at once
trade.
pimple, certainaud effectual, by means of which
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haver kate A every sufferer.no matter what hi* condition may
Son’s Hardware
. ,T
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and ratft-

Store.
BUTKAU,
W.

-,J.

ealltf.

VAN ZOEREN.

0T

Hoi.land, Julrl4, 1876.

This Lecture should he In the hands

every youth and every

TUG FOB SALE.
TAM
Steam Tng “Gem*
1 o„
term., »'0WARD.

man

«l

in the land.

Sent nnder seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on reeolptof six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

authoriaed to sell the

to cram wmi
St,
Holland,
1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878.
favorable

Has become wldelv known a*

the

on',

y compe-

tent and reliabletraveling Physician. His reputation hu been acquired by honest, fair dealing and
years of successful practice in the treatmentof all

large and extensive practice and unparalleled success, as i vidence to sustain If, la the best proof of
a physician’s skill. He treats anndally from five to
six thousand persons. Experienceis worth everything. Knowledge gained from treating and curing

ment. , ., >
If you are afflicted with Dlseasea of the Eyes,
Kara, Head. Heart, Throat.Lungs. Cheat, Spine,
Liver.Stomach. Bowels. Kidneys,Genetre Urinary
Organs, Brain, Nerves,Bones, Joints, Deformities.
Malformations, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sores, Ulcera
Tumors, Cancers, Blood or Skin, and all persons
that are troubled with any ailment or Inconvenience of any name or nature, axe invited to call and
Investigatebefore they abandon hope.
Candid ih. opinion,reasonablein charges, and
will not ufge or persuade you to take treatment,
and no one will be treated nnless there Is a strong
probabilityof a core or permanent benefit.Make
Interrbgktionand decide fot* yourself. Consult*
tion free. Medicine*Casht don’t aak for credit.
‘

have

Y.

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

WM. LIECHNER.

Grand Rapids.

Fund of

N

Holland, Mich., August 7th. 1878.

FIRST WARD.

sulphur, and five quarts

of water; thus treated titt potatoes

New

of

$12,000,0091

all hours.

Mo.

4

Insurance Notice.

Free Lunch every Morning.

*

scrub, and they will

Respectfullysoliciting a share of your trade,
; invited to call and •ee for youmelf.

yo

Firemans’

to- wit: All of the following deplaced in a dry, not cold, cellar, scribeddescribed,
lands lying In the County of OtUwa and thousands of cases enables him to know the
without the use of ice, and when taken State of Michigan, to-wlt: the south-east quarter cause and tho remedy needed. He never Injured a
of the south-westquarter of section five in town- human being by excessivedrugging, or destr yed
out was in a hard, firm condition,and ship five north of rauge fifteenwest, containing a life by expetiment and It is not necessary to
acres, accordingto tho return f the Survey- change diet or occupation while under hia treatwas then sold 12 to 18 cents per pound forty
General,also the north-west quarterof the

much

Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nuts,
and a full line of staple Grocer. ies can always be found at

Grand Rapids, Michigan. Home

-IN THE

when

cost of Jerseys hr not

CANAL STREET,

COT

nr^

expansionof the lungs caused by slow,

Prairie Farmer.

NO. 08

The finest Restaurant

St.

same time, sufficientroom is secured for

BOOT,

.

P.BOOT.

Agent Wanted.

the pressure of the collar, while, at the

Cheap

Cash by

AT-

'he best l>ook
hook ever published
publish
The
on Romanism. Contributed
IDE
by

J. U.

work. But if the chest is circular,
let it be at the same time deep, or else the
lungs may be cramped. A horse with a
shallow chest is worthless for any pur
pose. The ru!e they use is this: For a
draught horse, a circular but deep chest;
hut, as you pass through the different
degrees of speed up to the racer and trotter, the chest will increasein depth, compared to its roundness, until, for the
highest rate of speed, you must take a
chest as deep as a greyhound, and at the
same time not lacking in strength. ,’>-

for

... this Store.

‘

and bulk, to receive and bear up against

offered to the Public and will bo sold

Is

CHUROH.

form, because this shape is one of strength

that

GROCERIES

ALWAYS

Wm. LEICRNER

the ablest Divines of the ditterent
Denominations. Illustratedwith
.Fine Steel Engraving*of Bishops
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors.We being the Publishers, and employing no middle men are able to give direct to
Canvassersthe largest commissious. Sell Rapi
Iv. For terms ana circulars. Address,

is to be

Holland, Michigan.

IIoi.land. August 9, 1878.

Sold by all Druggists.

ERRORS

BEES.

Catholic

put. If he is
apt lb be kept for slow work and heavy
drawing, the chest may be circular in

to

-

161 Jefferson Ave,, Detroit, Mich.

The onderaizned, nn old retired physician, haw
h? beoi permanentlycured ot the much dreaded
disease Conaumption.by a a mple remedy,
is anxiousto nuke known to bis eiiow-sufleren
the means o> erne. To all who desire it. be will
end a copy oi the prescription used. Free ofl
Cbarge, with directions .or preparing and o»
Inu the aune. which will be found a sore cure lot
Conwii nipt ion. Catarrh, Bronchitis,
Nervou»no*»,dec., dec,, dec.

8CHoUTEN,M. D.

A Fresh Stock of

P

DIRAIFT

OUST

Chemists & Druggists,

“.Wind,” says an old horseman, “Is the
grand secret of a

13

Preparedonly by

CLOETINGH.

1875.

R. A.

OppositeH. Meyer A Co’s Furniture Store.

LAGER

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

strong, it will cause the plants to drop all

one o'clock in the afternoon,

84-fim

The Celebrated Cincinnati

Tills preparationIs compoundedwith
gn at cure, from the best selected

BOOKBINDING!

docs not only check diarrhoea,dysentery, sum
It cures griping ana wind
colic, regulates the bowels, corrects acidity and
irregularitiesof the stomach, bowels aid liver,
quiets the nerves, allays Internalirritation,invigoratesthe digestive organs, and gives tone to
the whole system. It helps nature by assisting
dentition— aiding digestion and checkingthegreen
evacuations which are so troublesomeand dangerous during that period of infancy. Address,
It

3<M3w

Purifying the Blodd.

for

at

IT.

mer complain,etc., hut

Dated, Grand Haven, August 26, 1878.
THOMAS H. BIGNELL. Mortgagee.
Lowiko A Cross, Attorneys for Mortgagee.

DYSPEPSIA,

Augusta, Maine.

CHILDREN CRY FOR

of said day, to pay the sum due on suid mortgage
with interestand costa includingan attorney foe
of twenty five dollarsprovided for in said mortgage

LIVER COMPLAINT

you.

sary to

D»

cember, 1818,

Is acknowledged to be the best and most
reliablepreparation now prepared fur

y

SCHOUTEN’S

DR.

De-

Sarsaparilla

E. J. Harrington.

fertilizerwhich is used

only twice a year, while the water can be

your chidren, for diarrhoea,flux, summer com
all diseasessimilar
to that— use

mer complaint, dysentery, and

described as follows,to wit: commencingfifty rod*
west from the aonth-eaBt corner of section eleven
(11) town (7) north of range sixteen (16) west and
running north eighty rods, thence west forty rods,
thence sonth eighty rods, thence ea-t forty rods to
place of beginning,conUining twenty aerts of
land, at the front door of the Court House, in the
city of Grand Haven, in said Ottawa County. Michigan, on Saturday, the 14th day of

Johnston's

Cheap Cash Store of

cheaper than any other good

the

at

LJ

patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too

with it. It forms no crust on the pots or

»-3m

pvEFAULT

^UheYea,^

“It will not do the slightest harm to the
foliage. Most other liquid manures spoil numerous to mention, at the

WI ERICH.

ft.
having been made in the conditions
of a certain mortgage bearingdate the First
(1st) day of July, A. D. 1872. given by Margaret J.
Munger. then of the town of Grand Haven, OtUwa
Hundreds of Mothers will testify as to the value
pntintv. Mirhlimn, to Thomas U. Bignell, <f the
of this preparation, not only in the above named
recorded In the office of the RegisOtt
day of July,
July, 1872,
1872, in Liber X of Mortgages,on children are subject.

fer-

quick in action, and more lasting.

m.

a.

Mortgage Sale.

tilizers is not a stimulant, but a plant food;

as

hand

page 425; and upon which mortgage there is
now claimedto be due at the present
16 date
,Vrofor
'
principal and Interest the §nm of one hundred and
eleven dollar*and fllty-flvecents ill II. 55), and no
Bull or proceedingat law or equity having been in
stunted to recoversaid debt or any part thereof;
.Vow, therefore,Notice is hereby given, that by virtue of a power of Bale contained In said mortgage and the Statute in such case made and provided, the said mo tgage will be foreclosed by a
sale at public vendue of the mortgagedpremises,
described in Bald mortgage,to-wlt: All that cer
tain piece or parcel of land situate and being in
the County of Oitawa and State of Michigan, and

and plants that are watered with it, if Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest
planted out, will continue growing and lot of neckties and collars, includingthe
keep in good growth, which cannot be
said of guano. It is as powerful as euano,
Sultan Linen Collar

o’clock

1

Mothers Read This

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

they are lighter,can be packed closer, cluding Fine White Shirts,from 85c to
and are easier to be handled. The

1

HENRY

Cheap Cash Store of

SONS.

^

Ready Made

10 to

If yon want a sale, sure and reliable medicine

£££
wDD

All kinds of

Lunch from

for

6

otherwise; besides, being in small pots,

Liquors.

Co,,

10

cement, always on

1

he used rich soil alone. Flowers
watered with this liquid manure will
bring twenty-fiveper cent, more than

Cigars

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

FOR SALE.

them into five and six-ineb

Choice Stock of

and

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

in three or four-inch pots, while he would

finest Saloon
the City.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
watering grow very strong; the flowers
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block 0, West Addition $175
&
each; Lot IB, Block 8. Lot 8, Block It, Sonth West
are very large and bright in color. Plants
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
Addition 1 1 •& each. Lots 1, 2,3. 4,
6 In Block
25, as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
thus treated can be kept in very small pots
$226 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $900 each.
* week In yonr own town. |3 outfli free,
for a long lime without being transplanted.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at$12!)each.The
Ko rlfltCa Reader, if you want a buelnees above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
This is especiallyadvantageous to the
at which personsoi cither sex can make
the following Lots a, 10. It, 12. 13, and 14, in Block
market-gardener,
can sell his plants great pay all the time they work, write for particu- E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i in Block H. The above will
lars to U. Hallstt A Co., Portland, Maine.
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
to shift

A

Mechanics’Block, Dotrolt, Mich.
tySold in Hollandby Heber Walsh and by all
Druggists every where.

on

Office

The

lug

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
lasts only for a few weeks, when it changes
be relied upon.
rpiIE following described Lots iu
to a dark, glossy green. Plants under this

have

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

Taking^mcmory,Uni-After Taking.

in treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars iu our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one.
The Specific Medicineis Bold by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packages for $3. or will he
sent by mall ou receipt of the money by address

-----

G.VAN PUTTEN

No. 104 Monroe Street,

eases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over indnlgence. The Specific Medicine is the re
suit of a life study and many years of experience

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

PRICES ARE LOW.
,

-

Henry Weirich

diseases

all

WASHINGTON STREET.

watered with the manure the foliage generally

of

No.

and see for yourself, no

trouble to

after the plants have been

kinds

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Etc., Etc.

or

ON DRAUGHT AT-

that follow as a
sequence on Self

Lager Beer.

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

be found excellent for hard-wooded plants,

ommended as an

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing. (Vs celebrated

Groceries,

be watered once a
week, until they have plenty of working
roots to take up the manure. It will also

all

— AXjSO

Hats & Gaps,

potted plants should

used once or twice a

And

Dry Goods,

re-

TRADE MARK. Is especially reC TRAPE JgA"*.

versa! Lassitude.Pain Id the Back, Dimness of
Smokers’ Fancy Articles. Vision,
Premature Old Age, and many other dla-

large new stock of

this liquid every other

day, if they are pot-bound. Newly

Specific Medicine

and

-

WEIRICH’S

P.

nnfailingcurefor
Seminal W eakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency

up

a watering-pot. All bedding plants can

three

—

We have Just received a

with water. Let it stand for a week,
when it is ready for use. Apply it with

if

-

PUHEN& SONS,

River Street,

shop.

l»e

Wholesale Dealers

Burned out by the Jate Fire we re-opened In
our utw store just completed at our old stand on

manure for flowers. The
materials may be had at any blacksmith

for

GRAY’S

Good Llqa’d Manure.

G.

The dveut English llemedy

RADEKE & SON,

!

!

V

uF

WILL BE

AT

*

HOLLAlfD, City Hotel, the evening of

Holland.Mich

Millinery

I

co,,

41 Abb

Ytak: Post OfficeBox. 4688.

Fancy Dry

And

a

Goods,

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and JMits,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods. HaUi^FeiUhers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Silks and Shawls.

A Handsome lot
selection of

of

New

Style Ties, also a large

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely
new, etq.

the

attwo o’clock in tho afternoon, to bay the sum due 28th day ahfl^tto^Bth day until 3 p.m., every
on said mortgage wltji interest and costs.
pared, and planted aifle by side, produced
Dated, Grand Hirmr, September twentieth, A.
OR4UVP HAPlBS, ft&tbbunHoase, on the
1st and 16th days of every month. Address, Dr.
ever an affected crop.~[ft»m Letter to D. 1878.
ROBERT W. DUNCAN, Assignee of Mortgage. J. C. Kennedy,Rathbnn House, Grand Rapids,
New England Former.
84-IBw
Mich., with stamp.

escaped disease,while seed not so pre

I.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

IiOIiIiA2Srr>,

